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This application is the United States National Phase of
International Patent Application Number PCT/US2013/

allow traditional drive systems to achieve more precise
applications.
The inventive technology disclosed herein , through its

provisional application No .61/769, 125 , filed Feb . 25, 2013 .
The entire specification and figures of the above -mentioned
applications are hereby incorporated herein in their entirety
by reference.

Specifically , the inventive technology in one embodiment
may include apparatus and methods for a variable coupler
drive that may achieve dynamic coupler -level regulation to
generate the power output. Additional embodiments may

VARIABLE COUPLER DRIVE

power and torque regulation necessary for many industrial

031701, filed Mar. 14 , 2013 which claims the benefit of U . S . 5 various embodiments overcomes many of these limitations .

TECHNICAL FIELD

10 include apparatus and methods for a variable couple drive
lift to couple and de- couple the aforementioned variable

coupler drive, perhaps through action of an actuator. In
The inventive technology described herein generally additional embodiments, the inventive technology may
relates to the field of power transmission , more particularly
include apparatus and methods for an external propeller
power transmission through a mechanical drive system . 15 drive which may be powered by a variable coupler drive . In
More specifically , in certain embodiments the inventive this embodiment, such a system may allow lateral and /or
technology includes methods and apparatus for a variable angled ship movements , as well as rotational propulsion
coupler drive utilizing, in one embodiment a dynamic drive
along a central and / or proximal axis . In this embodiment, a
ratio gearing system to transmit a drive input for application
single or plurality of variable coupler drive(s ) may power,
with a variety of output uses. In a preferred embodiment, 20 again , a single or plurality of rotational external propeller
such a variable coupler drive may be used to transmit a

drive ( s ) allowing not only coupler- level torque control over

rotational drive input to a drive shaft to power, for example ,
a variety of commercial and industrial applications.

the rotational output — and eventual propeller rotation , but
variable direction propulsion . Such an embodimentmay also

example through an external propeller drive responsive to
one or a plurality of variable coupler drive( s ) devices .

The foregoing technological and economic limitations
associated with traditional drive systems as well as drive

The inventive technology may be particularly suited for be adapted , and /or retrofitted to existing fixed -propeller
propeller propulsion based systems, such as ships, for 25 ships .
Moreover , such an external propeller drive may further be

transmission techniques associated with said systems may

independently rotatable in 360° degrees while continuously

represent a long - felt need for a comprehensive , economical

receiving power from a variable coupler drive . Such rota - 30 and effective solution to the same. While implementing

tional capabilities under powered conditions may allow a

elements may have been available, actual attempts to meet

such as lateral and / or angled propulsion as well as rotational

have been due to a failure of those having ordinary skill in

movement along a central, and/ or terminal axis . Finally , the

the art to fully appreciate or understand the nature of the

generation through , for example , the capture of various
types of power inputs , which can be transmitted through a
dynamic drive - ratio gearing system allowing dynamic con

understanding , attempts to meet these long -felt needs may
have failed to effectively solve one or more of the problems
or challenges identified herein . These attempts may even
have led away from the technical directions taken by the

ship to execute a plurality of propeller power movements,

this need may have been lacking to some degree. This may

inventive technology may also have applications for power 35 problems and challenges involved . As a result of this lack of

trol of a generator output.

BACKGROUND

40 present inventive technology and may even result in the
achievements of the present inventive technology being

considered to some degree an unexpected result of the

Traditional drive systems are known in the art and are
approach taken by some in the field . Accordingly , there is a
ubiquitous across multiple commercial industries . However, need within the field for an efficient and economically viable
such traditional drive systems are limited by several physical 45 system that addresses each of the technological and eco
as well as design aspects reducing their effectiveness. Prin - nomic limitations outlined above. The inventive technology
cipally , traditional mechanical drive systems rely on a vari- disclosed in this application represents a significant leap
ety of gearing mechanisms to achieve power output and/ or
forward in the field of drives and drive coupler systems.
torque efficiencies in relation to their initial power inputs.
While a variety of gearing types and configurations have 50
DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION (S )
been used throughout the years, all of these are susceptible

to normal wear and tear, not to mention catastrophic failure .

Both instances require significant amounts of maintenance
and lubrication as well as the additional cost of eventual

As seen in the various figures , in a basic embodiment the

inventive technology includes a variable coupler drive ( la )
utilizing perhaps a rotating or rotatable cylinder ( 1 ), driven

replacement. In many systems this is complicated by the 55 for example by a motor, which may generate a rotational

drive system ' s limited physical access, often requiring and

drive input ( 2 ) at a desired speed . This rotating cylinder ( 1 )

extended period of inactivity . Apart from these physical

may be dynamically coupled , for example in a slidable

limitations, traditional drive systemsare also limited in their

manner, with a spinner (5 ) element secured perhaps within

ability to regulate not only their power inputs but outputs as

an adaptable support bracket (6 ). Such adaptable support

well. Traditional drive systems are static and /or step -wise , in 60 bracket (6 ) may be a non - rotational support joined with a
that they are generally regulated by varying their power
spinner (5 ) through a rotational joint ( 4 ), such as a bearing
inputs or outputs through specific step -wise gearing mecha - joint allowing a spinner (5 ) to freely rotate within a bracket.
nisms. In addition , the conventional gearing systems of such

This rotating spinner may be in contact, or brought into

traditional drive systems cannot accommodate rapid or

contact with a drive table (7 ) causing a controlled rotation .

extreme changes in a power input, nor can they efficiently 65 As detailed in the various figures disclosed herein , this drive
table ( 7 ) may be supported by one or more rotational support
mechanical failure. This regulation choke -point does not system (s ), such as a rotational support base (20 ) and may be
operate at high power input ranges without the risk of

US 9 ,796 ,466 B2
further coupled to a rotatable drive shaft (8 ) which may be
utilized to transmit the systems power output. Again , as

shown in the figures, this adaptable support bracket (6 ) may
be joined with a variable position driver ( 10 ), through for

rotational propeller drive system (1b ). As will be discussed
below , such a rotational propeller drive system (16 ) may
include methods and apparatus for placement of a variable
coupler drive (la ) perhaps internally along the hull of a ship

example a variable position track (9 ) which may allow 5 to variably power a drive shaft ( 8 ) which may in turn be

it — and the coupled spinner (5 ) — to move across the cir cumference of the drive table . In this manner, the position of

coupled to an external propeller drive ( 24 ), perhaps through
a directional gear transmission (23a ) and ( 236 ). In some

the rotating spinner (5 ) may establish the system ' s drive

embodiments this external propeller drive may be part of a

ratio output based on the position of the spinner (5 ) in

" pod” system placed at various points along the hull of a

relation to the drive table ' s central axis . Such drive- ratio 10 ship . Again , as will be discussed in more detail below , this

may be continuously and dynamically altered based on the
position of the spinner in relation to the drive table ' s central
axis. As such , the inventive technology may achieve a

rotating drive shaft (8 ) may pass through a sealed rotational
propeller drive housing (21) supported by a drive band
rotational mount ( 18 ) and responsive to a propeller shaft

desired drive -ratio without, perhaps , the need to neither alter

(24). In a preferred embodiment, because of this ability to

and/ or a gear train , or other traditional step -wise gear
mechanisms.

(21) so that they may act independently , as well as innervate

allow for rapid increases and /or decreases in power output,

power level output, as well as , in this case the output' s

the system ' s power input nor use traditional gearing " teeth ” 15 de - couple rotation of a drive shaft ( 8 ) and the drive housing

the propeller shaft (24 ) in a plurality of directions through a
Moreover, the inventive technology in some embodi- directional gear transmission (23a ) and ( 236 ) system , the
ments may allow for dynamic control of the drive system 's
drive housing ( 21 ) may be responsive to a rotational drive
output by adjusting the spinner's (5 ) position along the drive 20 gear ( 16 ) coupled with perhaps a rotational drive band (17 )
table ( 7 ) . Naturally , this dynamic control capability may
so as to be independently rotatable , for example in 360°
allow the system 's power output to not only remain constant, degrees while receiving and /or dynamically maintaining
even during fluctuations of any power inputs , but also may power from a variable coupler drive (la ). In this manner, the
perhaps in response to an external demand or load resistance 25 rotational direction , ultimately transmitted to a propeller

by dynamically adjusting the spinner (5 ) to a new drive ratio

shaft (24 ) or any other appropriate element may be

position along the drive table (7 ). Another additional
embodiment of such a variable coupler drive ( la )may allow
for a rapid change in the direction of the drive's output

dynamically regulated through the action of the variable
coupler drive ( la ), while its direction may be separately and
independently manipulated by the rotational propeller drive

without any traditional gearing or other switching mecha - 30 housing (21 ) .

nisms requiring the input to be turned off . In one embodi-

Accordingly, the present invention includes a variety of

ment, for example to reverse the rotational power output of

aspects , which may be combined in different ways . The

the drive system , the variable coupler drive may adjust the

following descriptions are provided to list elements and

spinner element from one side of the drive table to the

describe some of the embodiments of the present invention .

opposite side or alternate variable drive ratio directional 35 These elements are listed with initial, and in some cases

region (43), reversing the table ’s direction , and thus revers

secondary or multiple embodiments , however it should be

systems drive input.

any number to create additional embodiments . The variously

ing the drive output as well without interruption of the

Additional embodiments include method and apparatus to

understood that they may be combined in any manner and in

described examples and preferred embodiments should not

engage as well as disengage the drive table ( 7 ) from the 40 be construed to limit the present invention to only the

spinner (5 ) . In one such embodiment a drive table lift may
allow a centrally positioned drive table (7 ) to be raised and

explicitly described systems, techniques , and applications .
Further, this description should be understood to support and

lowered to contact a rotating spinner (5 ). In this manner a

encompass descriptions and claims of all the various

drive input, in this case a rotational drive input ( 2 ) provided

embodiments , systems, techniques, methods, devices, and

by a motor may be dynamically coupled and/or de- coupled 45 applications with any number of the disclosed elements ,

from the drive table further transmitting and /or stopping

with each element alone, and also with any and all various

transmission of such input . Such a variable drive coupler
switch may allow greater control of the system ' s output as

permutations and combinations of all elements in this or any
subsequent application .

well as a coupling and /or de - coupling switch modifying the

One of the many objectives of the current inventive

systems power output .

50 technology is to provide methods and apparatus for a
Moreover, various positions along the drive table ( 7 ) may
variable drive coupler that may achieve dynamic drive ratio

include spaced positions where the rotating spinner (5 ) may

control and / or torque efficiencies. Another objective of the

not be in contact with the drive table ' s surface generating,

current inventive technology may be to providemethods and

for example, a neutral “ de - coupled ” position . Finally , in

apparatus for a variable drive coupler that may achieve

easily accessible for repairs or replacement. For example , as
discussed below , a centrally positioned translatable drive

maintaining an approximately constant power input and /or
output.

table support mount (25 ) may be detachable from the other
supports through translatable interfaces (50 ) or connections

may be to provide methods and apparatus for a variable

some embodiments , this variable drive coupler may be 55 dynamic drive ratio control and /or torque efficiencies while

Another objective of the current inventive technology

and may slide, for example , on a slide bearing (29 ) . This 60 coupler drive; a variable coupler drive switch ; a variably
modular design may be adapted and allow for the quick
coupled rotational propeller drive system ; a rotational drive

removal and replacement of any of the various elements

system , and a rotational propeller drive housing system , and

listed .

various combinations thereof .

Additional embodiments make such a variable coupler
Another objective of the current inventive technology
drive easily adaptable to a variety of industrial applications. 65 may be to provide methods and apparatus for a variable
In one such embodiment, a variable coupler drive may be drive coupler thatmay be quickly coupled and /or de -coupled
used to power a fully -rotational propeller drive forming a through a coupler lift system . Another objective of the

US 9 ,796 ,466 B2
current inventive technology may be to provide methods and
FIG . 14 : is a drive shaft having a drive shaft coupler
apparatus for a variable drive coupler that may be modular interface in one embodiment thereof;
and /or easily accessible for replacement of parts , mainte
FIG . 15 : is an individual coupler support mount in one
tive of the
nance and/or repairs . Another objective
the current inven
inven- embodiment thereof;
tive technology may be to provide methods and apparatus 5 FIG . 16 : is a drive shaft support coupler having a drive
shaft coupler support interface in one embodiment thereof;
for a rotational propeller drive system that may allow
FIG . 17: is a drive shaft support in one embodiment
rotational movement of a propeller drive as well as inde thereof
;
pendent rotationalmovement of a rotational propeller drive
FIG . 18 : is a lower bracket member in one embodiment
housing .
cov 10 thereof;
Another objective of the current inventive technology
FIG . 19 : is a drive table with a rotational interface surface
may be to provide methods and apparatus for a rotational
embodiment thereof;
propeller drive system that allows independent and /or multi in one
FIG
.
20 : is an isolated rotational interface surface in one
directional propulsion . Another objective of the current embodiment
thereof;

inventive technology may be to provide methods and appa - 15 FIG . 21 : is a perspective view of a rotational propeller
ratus for a rotational propeller drive system that may be drive system with a drive shaft that may be coupled with .
retrofitted to an existing fixed -propeller ship . Another objec and/ or responsive to , and/ or continuous with a drive shaft
tive of the current inventive technology may be to provide
from a variable coupler drive in one embodiment thereof;
methods and apparatus for a rotational propeller drive sys FIG . 22 : is a side view of a rotational propeller drive

tem that may be retrofitted to power an existing fixed - 20 system in one embodiment thereof;
propeller ship .
FIG . 23 : is a back view of a rotational propeller drive
Another objective of the current inventive technology
system in one embodiment thereof;
may be to provide methods and apparatus for a rotational
FIG . 24 : is a perspective view of a rotational propeller

propeller drive housing that may be fully rotated 360°. drive system with an internal housing element removed in
Another objective of the current inventive technology may 25 one embodiment thereof;
be to provide methods and apparatus for a rotational pro FIG . 25 : is a side view of a rotational propeller drive

peller drive housing that may be retracted into the body of

system with an internal housing element removed in one

a ship and / or an external enclosed “ pod” . Another objective embodiment thereof;
of the current inventive technology may be to provide
FIG . 26 : is a top view of a rotational propeller drive
methods and apparatus for power generation through the 30 system with an internal housing element removed in one
capture and transmission of a power input through a variable embodiment thereof;
coupler drive apparatus that may be responsive to power
FIG . 27: is a front view of a rotational propeller drive

system with an internal housing element removed in one
generator.
Accordingly , the objects of the methods and apparatus for
embodiment thereof;
a variable drive coupler system described herein address 35 FIG . 28 : is a perspective view of a rotational propeller
each of the foregoing in a practical manner. Naturally, driv
drive system with an internal housing and rotational drive
further objects of the inventive technology will become band elements removed to show a drive band rotational
mount in one embodiment thereof;
apparent from the description and drawings below .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
FIG . 1 : is a perspective view of a variable coupler drive
in one embodiment thereof;
FIG . 2 : is a left side view of a variable coupler drive in one

FIG . 29 : is a perspective view of a rotational propeller

40 drive system with various additional elements removed to
view a rotary bearing in one embodiment thereof;

FIG . 30 : is a side view of a rotational propeller drive
system with a rotational propeller drive housing removed in
one embodiment thereof;

45 FIG . 31 : is an internal housing in one embodiment
FIG . 3 : is a front view of a variable coupler drive in one thereof;
FIG . 32 : is a rotational propeller drive housing in one
embodiment thereof;
FIG . 4 : is a right side view of a variable coupler drive in
embodiment thereof;
FIG . 33 : is a rotational drive band in one embodiment
one embodiment thereof;
FIG . 5 : is a top view of a variable coupler drive in one 50 thereof;
FIG . 34 : is a directional drive shaft with a plurality of
embodiment thereof;
FIG . 6 : is an alternative front view of a variable coupler slide engagements in one embodiment thereof;
drive in one embodiment thereof;
FIG . 35 : is a rotational drive gear in one embodiment
embodiment thereof;

FIG . 7 : is a bottom view of a variable coupler drive in one thereof;
embodiment thereof;
55 FIG . 36 : is a rotational mount spacer in one embodiment

FIG . 8 : is a bottom perspective view of a variable coupler

thereof;

FIG . 37 : is a top perspective view of a drive band
drive in one embodiment thereof;
FIG . 9 : is a translatable drive table support mount in one rotationalmount in one embodiment thereof;
FIG . 38 : is a bottom view of a drive band rotational mount
embodiment thereof;
FIG . 10 : is a drive base support in one embodiment 60 in one embodiment thereof;
thereof;
FIG . 39 : is a seal housing in one embodiment thereof;

FIG . 11: is an alternative drive base support in one
FIG . 40 : is a directional gear transmission in one embodi
ment thereof ;
FIG . 12 : is an individual variable position track mount in
FIG . 41: is an alternative directional gear transmission in
65 one embodiment thereof;
one embodiment thereof;
FIG . 13 : is an individual upper bracket member in one
FIG . 42 : is an external seal spacer in one embodiment
thereof;
embodiment thereof;
embodiment thereof;
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FIG . 43 : is an external seal in one embodiment thereof;
and

FIG . 44 : is a diagrammatic representation of various ship

movements that may be accomplished utilizing one ormore
of the claimed invention (s ) in one embodiment thereof.

MODE (S ) FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION ( S )

ogy may include methods and apparatus for a variable

coupler drive (1a ) generally comprising : at least one rotat
able cylinder (1 ) responsive to a rotational drive input (2 ).
Such a rotatable cylinder ( 1 ) may be supported by at least

5 one coupler support mount ( 3 ) through , for example , a

rotational joint (4 ) allowing it to freely rotate in response to ,

in this embodiment, the rotational drive input ( 2 ). In this
embodiment, a spinner (5 ) element may be slidably coupled

to a rotatable cylinder ( 1 ) . As noted in FIG . 1 , for example

As mentioned earlier, the present invention includes a 10 in this embodiment, the spinner (5 ) may be slidably coupled

variety of aspects, which may be combined in different
ways . The following descriptions are provided to list ele -

with a rotatable cylinder ( 1 ) such that the spinner may rotate
in response to a rotatable cylinder ( 1 ), while also being able

ments and describe some of the embodiments of the present

to slide laterally along the length of the cylinder (1 ). This

combined in any manner and in any number to create
additional embodiments. The variously described examples

support bracket (6 ) coupled to a spinner (5 ) by , for example
a rotational joint (4 ).

and claims of all the various embodiments, systems, tech
niques ,methods , devices, and applications with any number
of the disclosed elements , with each element alone, and also

support mount ( 3 ) through at least one rotational joint ( 4 );
adaptably securing a spinner (5 ) to at least one adaptable
support bracket (6 ) through at least one rotational joint ( 4 ) ;

invention . These elements are listed with initial embodislidable coupling may be accomplished in some embodi
ments, however it should be understood that they may be 15 ments through the action of a non -rotational adaptable

and preferred embodiments should not be construed to limit
Generally referring to FIGS. 1 -8 , certain embodiments of
the present invention to only the explicitly described sys - the inventive technology may include the steps of: slidably
tems, techniques, and applications. Further, this description 20 securing at least one spinner (5 ) to a rotatable cylinder ( 1 )
should be understood to support and encompass descriptions wherein the cylinder is supported by at least one coupler
with any and all various permutations and combinations of 25 adjustably coupling a variable position track (9 ) to at least
all elements in this or any subsequent application . The term
one variable position driver ( 10 ) and an adaptable support

responsive , and /or responsive to may indicate that two

bracket (6 ); generating a rotational drive input (2 ) ; transfer

elements may be coupled in a manner so as to be directly or
ring the rotational drive input ( 2 ) causing rotation of a
indirectly connected . In further embodiments , this may
rotatable cylinder ( 1 ); rotating the spinner (5 ) slidably
indicate that one element may respond with a discrete or non 30 secured to a rotatable cylinder ( 1 ) ; rotating at least one drive

discrete action in response to the action or stimulus of a

table (7 ) rotationally responsive to the spinner (5 ) ; rotating

separate element.
As can be seen from the figures , the inventive technology

at least one drive shaft (8 )mechanically coupled with a drive

consists of generic elements that may be embodied in many

variable drive ratio pathway (13 ) through activation of at

table (7 ); and adjustably positioning a spinner (5 ) along a

different forms. In one preferred embodiment, the inventive 35 least one variable position driver (10 ) comprising the steps

technology may include a variably coupled rotational pro -

of: activating a variable position driver ( 10 ) to which a

peller drive system having: at least one rotatable cylinder ( 1)

variable position track (9 ) is responsive to a control signal

a rotatable cylinder may be supported by at least one coupler

bracket (6 ) to which a spinner (5 ) is adaptably coupled on

that may be responsive to a rotational drive input ( 2 ) where

( 12b ); and adjustably positioning an adaptable support

support mount (3 ) through perhaps at least one rotational 40 the drive table (7 ) along a variable drive ratio pathway ( 13 ).
joint (4 ); at least one spinner (5 ) slidably coupled to a
Moreover an initial embodiment, as shown in FIG . 1 , may
rotatable cylinder ( 1) so as to be rotationally responsive to
include a drive table (7 ) element that may further be
the cylinder ( 1 ); at least one adaptable support bracket (6 ) mechanically coupled with at least one drive shaft (8 ). It
coupled to a spinner (5 ) by, again perhaps at least one should be noted , however, that such a mechanical coupling
rotational joint ( 4 ); at least one drive table ( 7 ) mechanically 45 is not limiting as such a term may include any direct as well

coupled with at least one drive shaft (8 ) and perhaps
rotationally responsive to a spinner (5 ) ; at least one variable

as indirect connection as well as any connection , again
whether direct or indirect such that the two elements are

position track (9 ) adjustably coupled to at least one variable

responsive with , or on one another. Returning to FIG . 1 , this

to a drive input ( 15 ) and joined with at least one rotational

with a discrete or non -discrete action (s) in response to the

coupled with a rotational drive gear ( 16 ) ; at least one drive

case , the aforementioned drive table ( 7 ) may be placed into

band rotationalmount (18 ) joined to a rotational drive band

contact, or may be in existing contact with a spinner (5 ) such

position driver ( 10 ) and an adaptable support bracket (6 ),
drive table (7 ) may be rotationally responsive to a spinner
where the variable position driver ( 10 ), in response to 50 (5 ) . Again , it should be noted at the outset that the term
perhaps a control signal ( 12b ), may adjustably position a
" responsive ,” or “ responsive to ” may encompass any direct
spinner (5 ) along a variable drive ratio pathway ( 13 ); as well
and /or indirect coupling, connection or interaction of any
as perhaps at least one directional drive shaft ( 14 ) responsive two or more elements such that the element (s ) may respond
drive gear ( 16 ); at least one rotational drive band ( 17 ) 55 action ( s ) or stimulus of any other separate element( s ). In this

(17 ) and a rotary bearing (19 ) and supported by a rotational that, in one embodiment the rotational energy of a spinner
support base (20 ) ; at least one rotational propeller drive
(5 ) may be transmitted to the drive table ( 7 ) causing a
housing (21) responsive to a drive band rotational mount 60 controlled rotation .

( 18 ); at least one seal component ( 22 ) joined with a rota -

tional propeller drive housing (21); at least one directional

gear transmission (23) responsive to a drive shaft (8 ); and at

least one propeller shaft ( 24 ) responsive to a directional gear

In such an embodiment this rotating drive table ( 7 ) may

be used to store and/ or transmit , in this case , rotational

energy generated from a rotational drive input ( 2 ). In any

embodiment, energy may be transferred to a drive table ( 7 )
65 through application of any torque force , for example through
In an additional embodiment, as generally shown in FIGS.
contact with a rotating spinner (5 ) element, thereby increas

transmission (23 ).

1 -8 , certain embodiments of the current inventive technol-

ing its rotational speed , and hence its stored energy. This
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rotating drive table (7 ) may transmit and /or release this
stored energy by subsequently applying torque to a mechani

cal load , thereby decreasing its rotational speed . In one

As noted above , various embodiments of the inventive
technology may generally encompass a rotational drive

input (2 ), as well as the steps of generating a rotational drive

embodiment, as will be discussed in detail below , this torque input ( 2 ). As shown in FIG . 1 , such a rotational drive output
force may be transmitted through a drive shaft (8 ) to , for 5 may generally refer to any input that may , in this embodi
example , power a propeller drive shaft ( 24 ). However, the ment, generate and / or transmit either directly and/ or indi
rotational energy stored in such a drive table may be applied rectly a rotational force to a cylinder (1 ). This rotational

input (2 ) may include , but is not limited to : a motorized
to any mechanical load in order to accomplish a desired drive
power
; a steam power input, a hydro -power input, a
mechanical work . Additional variables that may determine 10 kinetic input
power
; a magnetic power input; an electrical
the amount of rotational energy stored and /or transmitted power input; a input
wind
power input, a thermal power input; a
through a rotating drive table (7 ) may be varied through
levered drive input; a pulley -belted drive input or any
changes in the mass, resistance, as well as circumference of combination of thereof.
the drive table (7 ) and/or spinner (5 ) elements as well as the
In a preferred embodiment shown in FIGS. 1 and 6 , a
variations in the energy inputted into the system and /or 15 motor
may be coupled with a rotatable cylinder ( 1), through
resistance and / or magnitude of the corresponding mechani
perhaps a rotational drive input coupler (32 ) . Perhaps
cal load or work to be accomplished .
responsive to a controller ( 12 ), controller signal (12b ) and /or
Moreover, as noted previously, the inventive technology, sensor ( 12b ), such a motor, for example a dieselmotor, may
in one embodiment, may describe a variable coupler drive generate a rotational drive input (2 ) at a desired level and be
( la ) where, for example, a rotating spinner (5 ) element may 20 transmitted to a rotatable cylinder (1 ), again in this embodi

move across the face of a rotating drive table ( 7 ) . In this
embodiment, the relative and /or absolute position of the

ment through a rotational drive input coupler ( 32 ) inducing
rotation of a cylinder (1 ) . It should be noted that this

spinner from the central rotational axis may establish a

rotational drive input coupler (32 ) may encompass any

drive -ratio . Such a drive ratio may be defined as the ratio of

mechanical or other coupling device or method that may

the angular velocities or frequencies of rotation of the 25 transmit a rotational drive input ( 2 ) or other power input to

components . This usually refers to the ratio of the angular

the rotatable cylinder ( 1 ).

velocity of the driving component, for example , in some
embodiments a spinner (5 ) to the angular velocity of the

Referring again generally to FIGS. 1 -8 , certain embodi
ments may include a rotatable cylinder ( 1 ), which may be

driven component, again in this embodiment a drive table

responsive to a rotational drive input (2 ). This rotatable

(7 ). (As will be noted below , such positions may be reversed 30 cylinder (2) may be supported by at least one coupler

in certain embodiments ). In this embodiment, the rotations
per minute (RPM ) of the various elements may be dynami-

support mount (3 ) through at least one rotational joint ( 4 )
such that, in one embodiment the cylinder (1 ) may indepen

cally adjusted based in part on their drive - ratio position

dently rotate in response to a rotational drive input ( 2 ).
However, it should be noted that the term “ cylinder may
The availability of different drive - ratios may be deter - 35 encompass any apparatus or device thatmay provide for the

along a rotating drive table ( 7 ).

mined through varying the circumference of the drive table

transmission of power, in this case a rotational force from

( 7 ) as well as spinner (5 ). In addition , the rotation of a
spinner (5 ) on either side of the central rotational axis along
the circumference of a drive table may alter the direction of

one component to another. In certain embodiments such a
rotatable cylinder ( 1 ) may include a pulley and belt drive, or
even a clutch or clutching mechanism .

the drive table (7 ) and thus the direction of any transmitted 40 As noted above , in certain embodiments the spinner (5 )
rotational energy . As can naturally be appreciated , such an
may be slidably coupled to the rotatable cylinder ( 1 ). More
embodiment may allow for a rotational directional output over, as demonstrated in FIGS. 1 and 3 , in certain embodi
control based on a spinner' s placement on alternating sides ments the rotatable cylinder ( 1 ) may include one or perhaps

of a rotating drive table (7 ) . As will be discussed below , such

a plurality of spline (s ) (31 ). In this embodiment, a spinner

rotational control may be particularly suited for the direc - 45 (5 ) may be fitted , perhaps with slotted extensions over the

tional control of a propeller drive system allowing a user to

spline element(s ) providing a linear guide track for the slide

change the direction of the rotational movement of a drive

movement of a spinner (5 ) along the length of the cylinder

shaft merely by coupling, or moving a spinner (5 ) to the
opposing side of a rotating drive table ( 7 ) , without interrup -

( 1 ) . In this manner, the cylinder ( 1 ) and spinner (5 ) may be
slidably coupled , and rotationally responsive to one another,

tion of a drive input ( 2 ) . In the context of a propeller drive 50 as in certain embodiments both elements are independently

system , such an embodiment may allow , for example, a

supported by one or more rotational joints ( 4 ) . In other

propeller drive shaft (8 ) to easily reverse rotational direction
generating an additional level of dynamic control.
As noted above, a spinner (5 ) may be dynamically

mechanical stop element (31a ) which may, for example ,

embodiments, this rotatable cylinder may include a
provide a physical barrier or stopping point for the move

adjusted across the circumference of a drive table causing it 55 ment of the spinner (5 ) along the length of the rotatable
to rotate . This dynamic adjustment and /or movement across

cylinder ( 1 ) . As shown in FIG . 6 , this mechanical stop may

the face of the drive table (7 ) may be a result of the action

be, in certain embodiments the terminal ends of one or more

of a variable position track (9 ) adjustably coupled to at least

cylinder spline elements (31a ). Additional embodiments not

response to a control signal ( 126 ) may adjustably position a

providing an end position for movement of the spinner (5 )

one variable position driver (10 ) and an adaptable support
specifically shown may include an end plate , perhaps posi
bracket (6 ), where the variable position driver ( 10 ), in 60 tioned at a terminal position along the rotatable cylinder ( 1 )

spinner (5 ) along a variable drive ratio pathway ( 13 ). Such

a pathway , in this embodiment may describe an approximately linear pathway a spinner (5 ) may traverse across the

along the length of the rotatable cylinder ( 1). In additional

embodiments, a rotatable cylinder may include at least one
rotational cylinder coupler (not shown ). In this embodiment,

circumference of a drive table having a plurality of driver - 65 for example , a rotating cylinder may be coupled with a

ratio positions based in part on their distance from the
rotational axis of the drive table (7 ).

rotational drive input (2 ) through a rotational cylinder cou
pler that may allow not only the transmission of, but the
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gearing up , and /or gearing down of the rotational drive input
( 2 ). In certain embodiments , rotational cylinder couplers
may include an RPM / gear adjustor, and /or even a planetary

Such a frictional membrane may be any appropriate or
desired surface or surface treatment that may increase the
frictional force of the connection between the drive table ( 7 )

or compound gear system coupler.

and spinner (5 ) elements, and/or assist in the transfer of

Furthermore , as will be discussed below , in certain 5 energy from , for example , a spinner (5 ) to a drive table ( 7 ) .

embodiments multiple variable coupler drives ( 1a ) may be

coupled , for example , in series and /or in parallel. In such

In some embodiments , such a frictional membrane may

include , but not be limited to : a composite membrane ; a

embodiments , these variable coupler drives (1a ) may be

plastic membrane ; a resin membrane; a carbon - coated mem

coupled through a single rotatable cylinder, or perhaps

brane ; a rubber membrane; a vulcanized rubber membrane;

through disparate rotatable cylinders linked in some 10 an epoxy membrane; an oil membrane; a petroleum -based

instances through one or more rotational cylinder couplers .
The rotation of such disparate rotatable cylinder elements
may be coupled and act in a synchronized or asynchronous

membrane and the like. Moreover, in some embodiments
this frictionalmembrane may be detachable and/or replace
able. In still further embodiments, the inventive technology

manner, and may be geared to independently rotate at a may include an integral frictional composite spinner. In this
15 embodiment, a frictional membrane forming the contact
variable or desired RPM .

Now referring to FIGS. 1 -8 and 15 , in some embodiments
adjacent to a drive table (7 ) by at least one coupler support

a rotatable cylinder ( 1 ) may be supported , for example ,

mount (3 ). In some embodiments this rotatable cylinder ( 1 )

portion of the spinner may be secured to a coupling element
that may be further secured to a rotatable cylinder (5 ) .
Referring now to FIGS. 1-8 as well as 12 , 13 and 18 , in

some embodiments a spinner (5 ) may be adaptably secured ,

may be rotationally supported through at least one rotational 20 or coupled with at least one adaptable support bracket ( 7 )
joint ( 4 ), for example a bearing joint. In a preferred embodi -

through at least one rotational joint (4 ). In certain embodi

ment, as demonstrated in FIGS. 1 -8 as well as 10 - 11 , a

ments , this adaptable support bracket ( 7 ) may be stationary

rotatable cylinder (1 ) may be supported by at least two
coupler support mounts ( 3 ) at either terminal end . In this

nection allowing , perhaps, the spinner (5 ), to laterally slide

or non-rotational such that it may form an adaptable con

As shown in FIG . 5 , in some embodiments this coupler

be seen in FIGS . 12 and 18 , both the upper - and / or lower

example , the terminally positioned coupler support mounts 25 along the length of a rotatable cylinder ( 1 ) independently
( 3 ) may be supported by at least one drive base support ( 33 ) . rotationally supported by one or more rotational joints (4 ).
As noted above , such drive base support( s ) ( 33 ) may be
In a preferred embodiment, as shown in the above refer
modular in design to accommodate a variety of coupler
enced figures , such an adaptable support bracket ( 7 ) may be
supportmounts ( 3 ) and /or rotatable cylinders ( 1 ) and may be
comprised of at least one upper bracket member ( 36 ),
easily secured to , and/ or removed from a desired location . 30 secured with at least one lower bracket member (37) . As can

support mount (3 ) may have one, or even a plurality of bracketmembers ( 36 ) and (37), when coupled may form an
anchor support positions ( 34 ). Such anchor support positions
internal rotational joint aperture (38 ) . In some embodiments
may allow for the use of detachable anchor supports such a rotational joint (4 ) such as a bearing joint may be posi
that one or more of the coupler support mounts (3 ) may be 35 tioned within this internal rotational joint aperture ( 38 ) and
easily attached and/or detached from a drive base support further be coupled to , for example , a spinner (5 ). In this
(33 ) or other securing surface . Various detachable anchor
supports may include , but not be limited to : a snap anchor

embodiment, the spinner (5 ) may independently rotate in
response to the action of a rotatable cylinder ( 1 ) while the

support; a slide anchor support; a screw anchor support; a

upper- and/ or lower bracket members ( 36 ) and ( 37 ) remain

support; a quick release anchor support; a pressure anchor
support and the like.

ment of the spinner (5 ) element allowing it to be positioned

clamp anchor support; a ring anchor support; a hook anchor 40 stationary . As will be detailed below , the brackets ability to
As previously noted , various elements of the inventive

technology may be coupled with , and / or responsive to one

or more rotational joints ( 4 ). Such rotational joints may 45

remain stationary may facilitate the adjustable slide move
at a desired position along a variable drive ratio pathway
( 13 ) .

In certain embodiments the upper - and/ or lower bracket

generally describe any coupling that may provide support

members (36 ) and ( 37) may be secured by at least one lock

and / or rotational movement. In some embodiments a rota -

including, but not limited to a : snap lock ; fitted lock ;

tional jointmay include a jointhaving one or more bearings , pressure lock ; quick release lock ; slide lock and the like. In
however additional examples may include, but not be lim - this manner, the bracket elements may be easily removed to
ited to : a ball-bearing joint ; a geared joint; a planetary geared 50 facilitate repair and /or replacement of, for example , a spin
joint; a pivot joint; a ball and socket joint; a pin bearing joint; ner (5 ), rotational joint (4 ) or even a rotatable cylinder ( 1 ).
a synthetic bearing joint ; a babbit bearing joint ; a universal

Additional embodiments may include an adaptable support

bearing joint; a bushing and the like .

bracket buffer. In certain embodiments, this may provide a
Referring generally to FIGS. 1 - 8 , in certain embodiments buffered connection between the drive table ( 7 ) and spinner
a rotatable spinner (5 ) may be slidably secured to a rotatable 55 (5 ). Such a buffer may also provide , for example a mecha
cylinder ( 1). This spinner (5 ) may be positioned adjacent to nism to bring into contact the spinner (5 ) and drive table ( 7 )
a rotatable drive table (7 ). In some embodiments this spinner
(5 ) may be placed in contact with the surface of a drive table
( 7 ) , while in other embodiments it may be brought into

element, perhaps through a hydraulic actuator or clutch
mechanism and the like.
As noted previously , certain embodiments of the inven

contact with the drive table ( 7 ) . Regardless , once in contact , 60 tive technology may include adjustably positioning a spin

the drive table (7 ) and spinner (5 ) may be rotationally

ner (5 ) along a variable drive ratio pathway (13 ). Referring

responsive to one another. In some embodiments, itmay be
desired to increase the frictional force of the connection

generally to FIGS. 1 -8 , this adjustable positioning of a
spinner (5 ) may be achieved in some embodiments through

membrane ( 35 ) to the outer contact surface of a spinner (5 ).

embodiment, as shown in FIG . 1 , an adaptable support

between the drive table (7 ) and spinner (5 ) elements . As
activation of at least one variable position driver (10 ),
such , in some embodiments , as shown in FIG . 1 , this may be 65 perhaps in response to a control signal, which may further be
accomplished perhaps by the joining of a spinner frictional
coupled with a variable position track (9 ). In a preferred
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bracket (6 ) may be coupled with a variable position track
(9 ), perhaps through a variable position track mount (39).

14
plurality of synchronized variable position drivers operating
in a synchronized manner. While additional embodiments

Such a variable position track mount ( 39 ) may be integral

may include, perhaps , a plurality of opposing synchronized

with an adaptable support bracket (6 ), or may be a disparate ,

variable position drivers perhaps placed at opposite terminal

ments this variable position track mount (39) may include ,

support through at least one detachable anchor support.

track (9 ), perhaps through a variable gear position coupler

the ability to easily attach and /or remove a variable position

non - integral element, perhaps secured to an adaptable sup - 5 ends of a variable position track (9 ).
port bracket (6 ) through a plurality of anchor positions
In addition , as shown in FIG . 1 , in some embodiments one
and/ or detachable anchors. Moreover , in certain embodior more variable position driver (s ) may be secured to a base

but not be limited to : a rail variable position track mount; a
Examples of such anchor supports may include, but are not
threaded variable position track mount; a hydraulic respon - 10 limited to : a snap anchor support; a slide anchor support; a
sive variable position track mount and the like.
screw anchor support; a clamp anchor support; a ring anchor
Again referring to FIG . 1 , in one embodiment a variable
support; a hook anchor support; a quick release anchor
position driver ( 10 ) may be coupled with a variable position
support ; a pressure anchor support and the like. Naturally ,
(48 ) . In a preferred embodiment, an adaptable support 15 driver ( 10 ) may have obvious benefits in repair, as well as
bracket (6 ) may be responsive to the action of the variable
replacement , of various parts of the system .

position driver ( 10 ) such that it may adjustably position the
adaptable support bracket (6 ) — as well as the coupled spin -

Additional embodiments of the inventive technology may
include one or more a variable gear position coupler ( s ) (48 ).

ner (5 ) — to a position along a variable drive ratio pathway In some embodiments this couplermay join , and /or transmit,
( 13). In certain embodiments, such a variable position driver 20 for example , a rotational drive input (2 ), or other input, such
( 10 ) may include, but is not limited to : a variable position as hydraulic , pneumatic or mechanical power, from a vari
slide driver; a variable position rail driver; a variable posi-

tion magnet driver; a variable position motor driver; a
variable position electro -driver; a variable position spring

able position driver ( 10 ) to a variable position track (9 )

and /or an adaptable support bracket (6 ). In some instances,
such a coupler may include a tractable coupler allowing ,

driver ; a variable position servo -motor driver ; a variable 25 perhaps, movement or flexibility in the connection in a

position pressure driver; a variable position pneumatic
driver; a variable position manual driver ; an automatic

variable position driver; a variable position hydraulic driver

plurality of directions . In additional embodiments , as noted
above , it may be desirous to increase and/ or decrease the

variable position driver ( 10 ) output. As such , in certain

embodiments, such a variable gear position coupler (s ) (48 )
and the like .
In another preferred embodiment, as shown in FIGS. 1 - 8 , 30 may include an RPM / gear increaser linking a variable
an adaptable support bracket (6 ) securing a spinner (5 ) may position driver ( 10 ) to a variable position track (9 ) and/ or an

be coupled with a variable position track (9 ). In some adaptable support bracket (6 ) .
embodiments this coupling may be accomplished though a
Referring now to FIGS. 1- 8 and 19 , in one embodiment
variable position track mount ( 39 ) — which further may be the inventive technology may controllably rotate a drive
integral — and/or non - integral with an adaptable support 35 table (7 ), perhaps in response to the rotational action of a
bracket (6 ). Again referring to FIG . 1 as one example, a spinner (5 ), to accept, store and transmit , in this case
variable position driver ( 10 ), for example a motor, may rotational energy , to accomplish perhaps mechanical work .
output a rotational drive output ( 2 ) causing a variable
As noted above , in some embodiments , it may be desired to
position track (9 ) to rotate. In this embodiment, such a increase the frictional force of the connection between the
variable position track (9 ) may be coupled with a variable 40 drive table (7 ) and spinner (5 ) elements . As such , in certain
position track mount ( 39 ) through a threaded connection . In
this embodiment, rotation of the variable position track (9 )

embodiments a drive table frictionalmembrane (40 )may be
positioned on the surface of a drive table (7 ). It should be

may cause the threaded movement of the variable position

noted that a frictional membrane may generally be any

track mount (39 ) along the length of a corresponding rotat

material or application thatmay increase and /or generate a

desired position along a variable drive ratio pathway ( 13 ).

efficiently than that generated through contact of a spinner

able cylinder ( 1 ) adjustably positioning the spinner ( 5 ) to a 45 frictional force that is greater , and / or transmit a force more

Naturally , in this embodiment, reversing the rotational drive and drive table without such a membrane or other applica
input from the variable position driver ( 10 ) may cause the
tion . In certain embodiments , a drive table frictional mem
variable position track (9 ) to rotate in the opposite direction brane (40 ) may include, but not be limited to : a composite
allowing for the multi- directional positioning control of the 50 membrane; a plastic membrane ; a resin membrane ; a car
spinner (5 ) along a variable drive ratio pathway (13).
bon -coated membrane; a rubber membrane ; a vulcanized
In another embodiment for example , a hydraulic variable

rubber membrane ; an epoxy membrane; an oil membrane ;

position drive may be responsive to an adaptable support

and a petroleum -based membrane . Additional embodiments

bracket (6 ) and adjust its position along a variable drive ratio may include a continuous frictional membrane applicator
pathway (13 ) where the variable position track (9 ) remains 55 which , for example , may supply a continuous frictional
stationary acting, perhaps as a guide to position an adaptable
support bracket (6 ) adjacent to a rotatable cylinder ( 1 ) .
Indeed , it should be noted that such exemplary embodiments
are not limiting . By illustration , additional embodiments

membranematerial, such as oil to the surface of a drive table
(7 ), as well as , perhaps, a sealed catch enclosure . Moreover,
such frictional membrane (40 ) may be replaceable , detach
able, as well as an integral frictional composite , such that the

may include, but are but not limited to : a screw ; a threaded 60 frictional membrane may be integral to , or may actually

rod ; an all-thread rod ; a rail; extendable track ; a spring
responsive track ; and a pneumatic responsive track and the
like . Moreover , in certain embodiments, the variable position track (9 ) may include one ormore onemechanical stops 65

responsive track ; a hydraulic responsive track ; a pressure

form the drive table (7).
As previously discussed , in some embodiments a spinner
(5 ) may be positioned along a variable drive ratio pathway
(13). As noted , the drive- ratio may be altered by positioning
the spinner (5 ) closer to , or away from the central rotational

perhaps positioned at the terminal ends of the track and /or

axis of the drive table (7 ). Whether the spinner is initially in

brake(s ). In addition , other embodiments may include a

contact with , or brought into contact with the drive table or
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vice versa , it may be advantageous to move the spinner to a
de -coupled position . It may further be beneficial to de

this embodiment, such a rotational support base (27 ) may
include rotational support elements coupled with a drive

couple the spinner (5 ) from the drive table (7 ) without table (7 ) such that the drive table (7 ) may rotate freely in
having to move the spinner to a position away from the drive response to the action of a rotating spinner (5 ) element. This
table ( 7 ) . As such , referring to the drive table ( 7 ) in FIG . 3 , 5 rotational support base (27 ) may include any appropriate
certain embodiments of the inventive technology may support capable of supporting and/or allowing rotation of a
include one or more neutral positions — or a position where supported drive table (7 ). In a preferred embodiment, a
the spinner (5 ) and drive table (7 ) are de- coupled and no rotational support base ( 27 ) may include at least one roller
drive ratio is generated or rotational movement/energy is

element secured to a roller support mount through a rota

transmitted . In one embodiment a spinner ( 5 ), perhaps 10 tional joint . In this embodiment, for example a plurality of

moving laterally across the face of a drive table (7 ), is

roller elements, such as a cam may be secured to a roller

positioned over and integral neutral position (41 ), in this

support mount which may further be joined with a translat

case a hollow channel where it is no longer in contact with ,
or has become de -coupled from the drive table (7 ). In

able drive table support mount ( 25 ). As shown in FIG . 7 , a
drive table may be rotatable and supported on a roller

additional embodiments, such an integral neutral position 15 element( s ) which may allow the drive table ( 7 ) to freely

(41) may also include at least one integral gradient surface
(42 ) may provide a gradient or sloping surface such that, for
example , a spinner (5 ) moving laterally from a neutral
position may be increasingly loaded onto the surface of the 20
( 42 ). In certain embodiments, this integral gradient surface

rotate in response to the action of a rotating spinner (5 )
port base (27 ) may include a plurality of buffered roller
support mounts . Examples of such buffers may include, but
are not limited to : shock absorbers, hydraulic buffers,
element. In alternative embodiments such a rotational sup

drive table ( 7 ). Such neutral positions may be centrally
positioned , or perhaps placed at intermittent positions away

mechanical buffers , spring buffers , slide buffers and the like.
Such roller supports mounts may be independently buffered ,

from the drive table’s rotational axis. Finally , theremay exist

such that each individual roller mount may be supported by

in some embodiments a spaced position outside of, or

an individual buffer element. In still further embodiments ,
25 such roller mounts may be supported by a single buffer,
Referring generally to FIG . 8 , certain embodiments of the perhaps coordinated with each support mount, or perhaps a

external to the drive table circumference .

inventive technology may include a rotatable drive shaft (8 ) buffer coupled to a secondary elementwhich may be secured
coupled with a drive table (7 ). Specifically, as shown in to , and /or coordinate individual roller mounts , such as a
FIGS. 8 and 16 , in some embodiments a rotatable drive shaft transverse plate (49)
(8 ) may be coupled with a drive table (7 ) through a drive 30 Additional embodiments not shown may include a rota
shaft support coupler (44 ) which may be anchored to the tional joint (4 ) coupled to a drive table (7 ). In this embodi
drive table (7 ) perhaps through one or more anchor points ment, a drive table (7 ) may be rotationally supported by a
and/ or attachments . Again , as shown in FIGS . 8 and 16 , the rotational joint (4 ) such that it may allow a drive table ( 7 ) to
drive shaft (8 ) may be coupled with the drive shaft support freely rotate in response to the action of a rotating spinner
coupler (44 ) through an interlocking interface . Specifically , 35 (5 ) element. Such a rotational joint ( 4 ), in this embodiment,
in some embodiments a drive shaft coupler interface ( 45 ) may include but may not be limited to a gear plate coupled
may be fitted within a drive shaft coupler support interface to a drive table (7 ) . Examples of such a gear plate may
(46 ) forming a slidable spline connection . As will be shown
include, but may not be limited to : a thrust bearing; a thrust
below , such a slidable interface may allow movement of the joint; a thrust ballbearing ; a cylindrical thrust roller bearing ;
drive table and /or drive shaft which may disengage the 40 a tapered roller thrust bearing ; a spherical roller thrust
connection or in some instances act as a buffered coupling

bearing; a magnetic bearing, a fluid bearing , a fluid - film

between the two elements while continuing to allow transmission of rotational energy.

thrust bearing ; a roller ; a cam roller ; a rotational joint; a
rotational plate and the like . In addition , in certain embodi

In still further embodiments not specifically shown , the

ments this gear plate may also be buffered . Examples of such

inventive technology may include an additional manner of 45 buffers may include shock absorbers , hydraulic buffers ,
RPM control. In such an embodiment a drive shaft ( 8 ) may
mechanical buffers , spring buffers , slide buffers and the like .

be separated into disparate or individual sections which are

linked together through , perhaps , a drive shaft RPM / gear
adjustor (not shown). In such a configuration the anterior ( or

As discussed above , in certain embodiments it may be

desirous to modify the rotational velocity of, perhaps a drive
table ( 7 ) or another element of the invention , such as the

input) drive shaft section may rotate at a desired RPM , and 50 spinner ( 5 ). In addition , it may be desirous to provide

through action of a linking drive shaft RPM / gear adjustor,

resistance to the system to modify the output transmitted by

the posterior (or output) drive shaft section may rotate at an

the rotating drive table ( 7 ) , as well as perhaps stop the drive

adjusted (faster or slower ) RPM . In such a configuration ,

table all together. As such , in certain embodiments , the

multiple drive shaft RPM / gear adjustors may be intermit-

inventive technology may include at least one rotational

tently place at desired intervals of a drive shaft (8 ) allowing 55 support base (27 ) brake (not shown ) . Such a brake may be

for additional drive shaft RPM control which , as can natu
output of the system . Such a drive shaft responsive RPM
gear adjustor(s ) may in some embodiments include a plan -

rally be deduced , may adjust the RPM input and subsequent

selected from the group consisting of: a disc brake ; a
friction brake. In addition , such a brakemechanism may be
applied to , for example, a roller element supporting a drive

pressure brake; a hydraulic brake; a mechanical stop ; and a

etary or compound gear system , or perhaps any suitable 60 table (7 ), or perhaps even the drive table (7 ) itself. In some

RPM adjusting connection known in the industry . This drive

embodiments , such a brake (not shown ) may be independent

shaft RPM controlmay further be responsive to a drive table

of a rotational support base (27) and maybe applied to a

( 7) and may allow for an additional layer ofRPM control of

the system ultimately providing another avenue to control

drive table (7 ), a spinner (5 ), a drive shaft (8 ), a rotatable
cylinder ( 1 ) and /or any combination therein to adjust the

and / or optimize the system ' s output .

65 rotation or movement of any element. Such brake elements
Generally referring to FIGS . 7 - 8 , certain embodiments of
may further be responsive to a controller (12a ), a control

the invention may include a rotational support base (27 ). In

signal ( 12b ), a sensor ( 12c) or may be manually applied .
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In addition , in an embodiment not shown , it may be

desired to maintain the drive table in a planar and/or
substantially planar position — whether in a horizontal, ver-

18
maintaining an approximately planar position and , as willbe

shown below , perhaps assist in physically lifting and/or
retracting the drive table ( 7 ) .

tical or even angled position — to perhaps provide a constant
As noted in FIGS. 1 and 6 , various elements of the current
and/ or significant coupling . As such , certain embodiments 5 system may include but are not limited to , a rotational drive
may include at least one rotational support base stabilizer
output (2 ), or variable position driver ( 1 ) that may be

Such a stabilizer may include, for example a hydraulic responsive to a control signal ( 12b ). Such a control signal
( 126 ) may be derived , for example , from a controller ( 12a )
stabilizer or other mechanical stabilizer, such a spring that or
even a sensor ( 12c ). In a preferred embodiment, such a
maintains the drive table (7) in a substantially planar posi 10 controller
/or sensor may be a novel computerized ,
tion . In additional embodiments, a stabilizer may provide a software , orand
hardware
based solution or combination thereof
pressure force to push the drive table (7 ) into a spinner that may have the ability
to control, sense, compile, com
(5 ) or vice versa — to the desired drive table/spinner pres pute , alert, calculate and optimize
the operating parameters ,
sure coupling interface .
configurations, engagement, disengagement, operation and/
Referring again to FIGS. 7 - 8, and 20 -21, in one embodi| 15 or output parameters of the various elements of the current
ment the inventive technology may include a rotational inventive technology . In a general sense , a controller in some
interface surface ( 28 ). In a preferred embodiment, such a
rotational interface surface (28 ) may be positioned on the

instances may be able to coordinate the operation of the
various elements so as to optimize , according to a desired

drive table (7) and , as detailed in FIG . 8 , may provide a target, the systems output which may be expressed in some
coupling surface for a corresponding rotational support base 20 instances as an input, output, mechanical load or work ,
( 27 ), for example a roller element (27a ). In certain embodiresistance or other such parameter. In a preferred embodi
ments, such a rotational interface surface (28 ) may provide ment, a controller may be able to detect an output or input
a reinforced surface to prevent wear on the drive table ( 7 ),
and /or a change in output or input and adjust the function of
while additional embodiments, such rotational interface
any of the operational configurations of the described ele
surface (28 ) may include a surface that provides a desired 25 ments in response to that output or input. In addition , an
frictional resistance that may , for example , allow such a
output parameter may be any operational variable that may

affect the systems input, operation and/or output. Such
tracked , calculated and presented as a sensible indication ,
as
in
30
perhaps
through a computer interface by a controller. In
slow or stop the rotation of the drive table , perhaps in 30 pecertain other
, such a control signal may
response to a braking element discussed above. In still include , but isembodiments
not
limited
to : a wired control signal; a
further embodiments, such a rotational interface surface ( 28 ) wireless control signal; a mechanical
signal; an
may provide an attachment position for a rotational joint (4 ) electronic control signal ; an output signalcontrol
;
input
signal; an
such as a gear plate. This rotational interface surface (28
) 35 RPM output signal; rotational drive input; a resistance
0
may include, but are not limited to : a plastic a rotational control signal; a directional control signal and the like.
drive table ( 7 ) to more easily rotate , and/or overcome its
natural inertia in response to the action of a spinner element
(5 ), or alternatively provide a desired braking surface to

interface surface ; a composite a rotational interface surface ;

output parameters and changes over time may be sensed ,

One of the objectives of the current invention may be to

metal a rotational interface surface; a rubber a rotational

provide a mechanism to couple and / or decouple a spinner

interface surface ; a synthetic rotational interface surface ; a

(5 ) element and a drive table ( 7 ) . As such , in a preferred

frictional rotational interface surface ; a hybrid a rotational 40 embodiment, the inventive technology may include a vari

interface surface and the like.
In still further embodiments, such a rotational interface

surface (28 )may include a rotational track . In this embodi

ment, such a rotational track may provide an interface

able coupler drive switch ( 25a ) which may be comprised of

a translatable drive table supportmount ( 25 ) positioned such

that a spinner (5 ) may be rotationally responsive to a drive

table ( 7 ) and a drive table actuator ( 26 ) secured to a

position whereby an associated drive table ( 7 ) may be 45 translatable drive table support mount ( 25 ) such that the

supported , again perhaps by a rotational support base (27),

drive table (7 ) may be de -coupled from the spinner (5 )

again , in this embodiment, a roller element ( 27a ). This
rotational track may include, for example one or even a
plurality of extended and /or channeled surfaces such that,

through operation of an actuator such that the spinner (5 ) is
not rotationally responsive to a drive table ( 27 ).
Again referring to FIG . 3 , in a preferred embodiment a

for example, a rotational support base (27 ) may be coupled 50 translatable drive table support mount (5 ) may be tractably

within the extensions and /or channels providing a rotational
guide track . Such a guide track may , in some embodiments

coupled with its corresponding drive base support( s ) ( 33 ),
perhaps by a translatable attachment, such as: a slide attach

comprise an internally secured rotational track . In this

ment; a stack attachment ; a transient attachment; a spring

embodiment, a rotational interface surface (28 ) may be loaded attachment ; a detachable attachment; a bearing joint
positioned within and/ or secured within a drive table ( 7 ) and 55 attachment and the like . Such a tractable connection may
may provide a flush surface . Such a guide track may be include a tractable interface wherein the coupling between
formed from a separate element as described above , or may
individual elements may be adjustable . In a preferred
be integral in nature , for example an integral channel in a
embodiment, the action of a drive table actuator ( 26 ) , for
drive table ( 7 ) that may be coupled with a rotational base
example a hydraulic actuator, may retract the translatable
support (27) .
60 drive table support mount ( 25 ) de - coupling the drive table

A rotational interface surface (28 ), in other embodiments

(7 ) and a spinner (5 ). Naturally, in other embodiments, the

may include an internal rotational track guide . In such an
embodiment, for example a rotational support base (27 ),
such as a roller ( 27a ), or even a gear plate ( not shown ) may

reverse action of that same drive table actuator (26 ), for
example a hydraulic actuator, may extend moving the trans
latable drive table support mount ( 25 ) upward bringing the

channel. Such an internal rotational track may help support
as well secure a rotatable drive table ( 7 ) , as well as assist in

ously noted , this variable coupler drive switch (25a ) may be
assisted in some embodiments through the drive shaft cou

be internally secured within an internally positioned guide 65 drive table (7 ) into contact with the spinner (5 ). As previ
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pler interface (45 ) which may be fitted within a drive shaft
coupler support interface (46 ) forming a slidable spline

20
as a slide table (7 ), variable drive motor (10 ), a spinner (5 )
or even a rotatable cylinder (1 ) to be secured , hoisted and /or

connection . As such , in some embodiments , as a result of the

removed along a rail system for maintenance , repairs and / or

action of a drive table actuator ( 26 ), such a slidable interface

replacement.

tinue to transmit stored rotational energy from the drive table
(7 ).

drives, among other mechanical work . As such , in one

spinner (5 ) may be rotationally de - coupled from the drive
table (7 ) and brought into contact with the spinner (5 )
through operation of a drive table actuator (26 ) . In still
further embodiments , for example as shown in FIG . 6 , a
drive table (7 ) may be , for example , coupled with a trans - 15

in one preferred embodiment, such a rotational drive system
may include a directional drive shaft ( 14 ) responsive to a
generated drive input ( 15 ) and joined with rotational drive
gear ( 16 ). This drive gear ( 16 ) may be coupled with and
innervate a rotational drive band ( 17 ), which may in turn be

verse plate (49 ), which may further be responsive to drive

coupled with a drive band rotational mount ( 18 ) perhaps

table actuator ( 26 ). In a preferred embodiment, a transverse

causing it to rotate . This drive band rotational mount ( 18 )

may allow movement of the drive table and/ or drive shaft 5 As noted previously , the inventive technology may be
without requiring a disengagement step , and may also con
particularly suited for use with rotational as well as propeller
embodiment, a variable coupler drive ( la ) may be used to

In alternative embodiments , a translatable drive table power a rotational drive system as well as a rotational
supportmount ( 25 )may be initially positioned such that the 10 propeller drive housing. Generally referring to FIGS . 21 -30 ,

plate (49 ) may be secured to a rotational support base (20 )
may be joined with a rotary bearing ( 19 ) and rotationally
and be responsive to a drive table actuator (29 ) such that the
supported by a rotational support base (20) . In some embodi
drive table (7 ) may be coupled with the spinner (5 ). How - 20 ments, rotation of a drive band rotational mount ( 18 ) may be
ever, it should be noted that in this embodiment the drive transmitted to a rotational propeller drive housing (21)

table ( 7 )may be initially coupled and/or de-coupled with the coupled with the drive band rotational mount (18 ). More
drive table (7 ), and subsequently de- coupled and/or coupled over, this rotational propeller drive housing (21 ) may be
with a spinner (5 ) through action of the drive table actuator sealed , through a seal component (22) — which of course
25 may notbe necessary in applications that do not include the
(29 ) respectively .
Additional examples of such a translatable drive table presence of water such as with a submerged propeller
support mount may include , but are not limited to : a spring
loaded translatable drive table support mount; and a cam

application . Regardless , in a preferred embodiment a drive
shaft ( 8 ), coupled or perhaps continuous with the drive shaft

responsive translatable drive table support mount. Addi-

of a variable coupler drive ( la ) may pass through a drive

tional examples of such a drive table movement actuator 30 band rotational mount ( 18 ) and / or a rotational propeller

may include but are not limited to : a hydraulic movement

drive housing (21) , and be independently rotated transmit

actuator ; an electrical movement actuator; an automatic
movement actuator ; a manual movement actuator ; a lever

ting a rotational drive input (2 ) through a rotating drive table
(7 ). In some embodiment, this drive shaft ( 8 ) may be

movement actuator ; a motor movement actuator; a gravity

coupled with a propeller shaft (24 ), through a fixed , or in a

movement actuator ; a magnetic movement actuator; a 35 preferred embodiment a directional gear transmission ( 23a )

screw - drive movement actuator; and a spring movement
actuator. Additional examples of such a transverse plate may
include , but are not limited to : a spring loaded transverse

and ( 236 ) generating a propeller propulsion force .
In a preferred embodiment, a propeller shaft ( 24 ) may be
innervated through the action of a drive shaft ( 8 ), perhaps

plate ; and a cam responsive transverse plate . It should be

supported by a bearing cover (68 ), and also may be inde

noted that in some embodiments , for example , a drive table 40 pendently rotatable 360° through the action of a rotational
( 7 ) may be retained in a coupled position relative to a
propeller drive housing (21) and associated elements all
spinner (5 ) through action of one or more springs . In this while maintaining its power output. As will be detailed
embodiment, a drive table actuator (29 ) may overcome, for

below , in this embodiment the current invention may be

example, the spring force de - coupling the drive table , and /or

adapted to new or existing ships to provide a fully rotational

transverse plate (49 ) , and / or translatable drive table support 45 variably coupled propulsion drive system . Additional
m
mount
(25 ).

As previously discussed , one of the objectives of the

embodiments and elements will be taken up in turn .

Generally referring to FIGS. 21 - 23 and 31 , one embodi

current inventive technology may be to provide a variable

m ent of the inventive technology may include at least one

coupler drive that may be modular, as well as easily acces -

internal housing (52 ). In a preferred embodiment, such an

sible for repairs and replacement of parts . In one embodi- 50 internal housing may, for example be coupled internally

ment the invention may include at least one slide bearing

along the hull of a ship or other surface to provide perhaps

(29 ) that may be coupled with a translatable drive table

protection , but perhaps even a support structure for place

support mount (25 ). In this embodiment, for example , the

ment of a variable coupler drive (1a ) . Additionally , as shown

translatable drive table support mount (25 ), which may be

in FIG . 31 , in one embodiment such an internal housing may

securing a drive table (7 ) may be de -coupled from the drive 55 have a plurality of access slots (53). Additionally, any of the
shaft ( 8 ) and other drive base supports (33 ), and may slide

various panels , including a top panel may be detachable and

laterally outward . In this manner, the access to the drive
table and other elements for repairs or replacement may be

may be secured through detachable anchor positions . In
addition , such slotted positions may allow easier access for

enhanced . In some embodiments, for example , a translatable

replacement, repair , and maintenance such as lubrication

drive table support mount ( 25 ) or even drive base supports 60 and inspection . In an additional embodiment the internal

( 33 ) may be secured to a slide bearing through a slide anchor
( 30 ) . Additional elements may include a slide table removal

housing (52 ) may include at least one directional drive shaft
aperture (54a ) and /or at least one drive shaft aperture (546 ).

( not shown ) positioned adjacent to a variable coupler drive

embodiment may include at least one directional drive shaft

system , which may include an adjustable slide table hoist

As shown in FIGS . 21 - 30 , the inventive technology in one

( la ). Such an adjustable slide table hoist (not shown ), in 65 (14) responsive to a drive input ( 15 ) which , in this embodi
some embodiments may be secured to an adjustable slide
table hoist rail (not shown ) allowing various elements , such

ment, may ultimately be transmitted through various ele
ments discussed below to initiate rotation of a rotational
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propeller drive housing (21). Such a drive inputmay include
but not be limited to : a motorized power input; a steam
power input; a hydro -power input; a kinetic power input; a
magnetic power input; an electrical power input; a wind
power input ; a thermal power input; a belt -driven power
input; a rotational power input; and /or a hybrid power input
or the like. In a preferred embodiment, a drive input ( 15 )
may be generated and/or responsive to a control signal
( 125 ). Additional embodiments may include a directional

may include a retractable joint such that, for example , the
rotational propeller drive housing (21), drive shaft (8 ) and/or
propeller shaft (24 ) may be retracted , for example , into the

body of a ship . In some embodiments, such a retractable

5 joint may include, but not be limited to : a spline joint; a

screw joint; a compression joint; an interlaced joint; a
spider joint; a revolute joint; a pivot joint; a ball and socket

hydraulic joint ; an extendable joint; a universal joint; a

joint; a pin bearing joint; a cylinder joint and the like. In

drive shaft ( 14 ) coupled with at least one retaining ring (55 ) 10 addition , in some embodiments this rotational mount

and/ or a drive shaft hub (56 ). As shown in FIGS. 24 and 34 ,

spacer (s ) (62 ) may be a buffer element, such as a hydraulic

in additional embodiments this directional drive shaft ( 14 )

shock absorber and / or stabilizer.

may be coupled with rotational drive gear ( 16 ) through a
slide engagement, or in an alternative embodiment a spline

Moreover, as it may be advantageous to increase and /or
decrease the rotation of the rotational propeller drive hous

connection . In such an embodiment , perhaps in response to 15 ing (21) coupled with the rotational mount spacer (62 ), in

a control signal (12b ), the directional drive shaft (14 )may be

coupled and /or de - coupled from the rotational drive gear

( 16 ).

As noted above, in certain embodiments a rotational drive

one embodiment not shown , such a rotational mount spacer
(62) may include a RPM gear adjustor, such as a planetary ,
or compound gear system . In this embodiment, it may be

possible to decrease the initial drive input ( 15 ) as well as

band may be coupled (17 ) with a rotational drive gear (16 ). 20 perhaps utilizing smaller rotational drive band (17 ) and/or
It should be noted that a variety of drive gears are contem -

gears ( 16 ) to achieve the desired force to rotate a propeller

plated as being responsive to a rotational drive band (17 ),

drive housing (21 ). Conversely , it may be desirous to stop or

including, but not limited to : a pinion ; a worm gear ; a bevel
slow the rotation of a propeller drive housing (21 ), and thus
gear; a belt drive ; or even a drive table configured to be the rotation of a propeller drive ( 24 ), as such , in some
rotationally responsive with rotational drive band ( 17 ) and 25 embodiments may include a brake . Such a braking element

the like . In addition , a rotational drive gear ( 16 ) elementmay
include any element capable or rotation andmay include ,but

may not be limited to : a circular gear; a gear band ; a worm

may include , but not be limited to : a disc brake ; a pressure

brake ; a hydraulic brake; a friction brake and the like. In

addition , such a braking elementmay be coupled with and / or

gear ; or even a drive table configured to be rotationally
responsive to a plurality of different elements including, but
responsive a to a rotational drive gear ( 16 ) .
30 not limited to : a brake coupled to a drive band rotational
As demonstrated in FIGS. 25 and 28 , in some embodi - mount; a brake coupled to a spacer ; a brake coupled to a
ments a drive band rotationalmount ( 18 )may be joined with
drive shaft; a brake coupled to a directional drive shaft; a
a rotational drive band ( 17 ) and a rotary bearing ( 19 ) such
brake coupled to a brake housing; a brake coupled to a

that it may be rotationally as well as directionally responsive rotational support base and the like.
to the action of a drive output ( 15 ) transmitted through a 35 In embodiments involving, for example a propeller drive
directional drive shaft ( 14 ) and rotational drive gear ( 16 ). In
thatmay be used , for example to propel water bound ships ,

a preferred embodiment, a rotary bearing ( 19 ) may be
mount ( 18 ) and associated and /or coupled /responsive ele -

secured to an internal housing (52 ) supporting a rotational

an seal component ( 22 ), may be coupled with a propeller
a rotatable water- tight seal between the external and internal

drive housing (21 ) and rotationalmount spacer (62 ) to form

ments, while facilitating independent rotation . As shown in 40 environments . As shown in FIGS . 25 , 39 and 43 , in one

FIGS. 28 - 29 , another preferred embodiment may include a
rotary bearing ( 20 ) which may further include , but not be

limited to : a thrust bearing; a thrust joint; a thrust ball

embodiment a rotational mount spacer (62 ) may include an
external seal (65 ) having a seal housing (64 ), coupled with

a seal element (64a ). This external seal (65 ) may further be

bearing ; a cylindrical thrust roller bearing; a tapered roller

joined with an external seal spacer (63), and/or a rotational

bearing; a fluid bearing ; a fluid - film thrust bearing ; a roller;
a cam roller ; a rotational joint; a rotational plate and the like .

Generally referring now to FIGS. 21 -30 and 32 , a rota
tional propeller drive housing (21 ) may provide a drive shaft

thrust bearing ; a spherical roller thrust bearing ; a magnetic 45 joint (4 ) .

In an additional embodiment, the drive band rotational aperture wherein a drive shaft (8 ), perhaps responsive to a
mount ( 18 ) and associated elements may be supported by a
variable coupler drive ( la ), may pass through and be inter
rotational support base ( 20 ). In one embodiment, this rota - 50 nally coupled with a propeller shaft ( 24 ) and /or propeller
tional support base ( 20 ) may include a rotational plate and /or ( not shown ). This internal coupling within the rotational
a bearing track . In a preferred embodiment shown in FIG . propeller drive housing (21) may be accomplished through
24 , this rotational support base ( 20 ) may comprise a roller
a directional gear transmission (43a ) and (43) as generally
(58 ) or cam , which may further be coupled with a roller
shown in FIG . 30 , as well as 40 and 41. Indeed , a directional
support bracket (59 ) perhaps through a flex joint (60 ). In 55 gear transmission may include, but not be limited to : a yaw

addition , as generally shown in FIG . 22 , in one embodiment
the roller support bracket(s) (59 ) may be coupled to an
internal housing , perhaps through internalhousing anchor ( s )

drive ; a directional gearing; a gear band; a drive table; a rack
and pinion system ; a belt-drive ; circular gearing and the like .

(61) .

Additional embodiments of this rotational propeller drive
housing (21 ) may include, for example , a foil which may be

a drive band rotational mount ( 18 ) may be coupled with one

position that may house various sensors , controllers and / or

or more rotational mount spacer ( s ) (62 ). In some embodi-

other equipment.

As shown in FIGS. 30 and 36 , in a preferred embodiment 60 detachable and/or retractable, as well as a component array

ments , this spacer element may be of variable lengths and
Now referring to FIG . 44 , in certain embodiments involv
sizes based on the need to extend and/ or transmit rotational ing ship propulsion , as well as other applications , a plurality
energy through the system , for example to a rotational 65 of rotational propeller drive housings (21), perhaps coupled
propeller drive housing (21) as will be shown below . In
with one or more variable coupler drives ( la ), may be
additional embodiments, this rotational mount spacer (62) positioned in series, or in parallel, or other combinations of
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the two. This plurality of rotational propeller drive housings
All claims are hereby preserved as clauses and are incor
(21 )may operate in an independent or synchronized fashion . porated into the specification in their entirety :
In such an embodiment, multiple rotational propeller drive 1. A variably coupled rotational propeller drive system
housings (21) may include a plurality of gear synchronized
comprising :
rotational propeller drive housings ; a plurality of belt syn - 5 at least one rotatable cylinder responsive to a rotational
chronized rotational propeller drive housings; a plurality of
drive input wherein said rotatable cylinder is supported
rack and pinion synchronized rotational propeller drive
by at least one coupler support mount through at least
housings; a plurality of wire synchronized rotational pro
one rotational joint;
peller drive housings; a plurality of communication signal
at least one spinner slidably coupled to said rotatable
rotational propeller drive housings. Again as shown in FIG . "
cylinder so as to be rotationally responsive to said
cylinder ;
44 , in the exemplary embodiment of water- based propul
sion , operation of a single, and /or plurality of rotational
at least one adaptable support bracket coupled to said

propeller drive housings (21 ) , preferably powered by a

spinner by at least one rotational joint ;

variable drive coupler to form a variably coupled rotational 15 at least one drive table mechanically coupled with at least
propeller drive system , may allow a ship to execute a
one drive shaft and rotationally responsive to said
plurality of propeller powered movements, such as lateral
spinner ;
and /or angled propulsion as well as rotational movement
at least one variable position track adjustably coupled to
at least one variable position driver and said adaptable
along a central and /or terminal axis .
Similarly, certain embodiments of the inventive technol- 20
support bracket, wherein said variable position driver,
ogy may include a plurality of variable coupler drives
in response to a control signal, adjustably positions said
spinner along a variable drive ratio pathway ;
coupled in series and/or in parallel and /or a hybrid of both .
In certain embodiments such a plurality of variable coupler
at least one directional drive shaft responsive to a drive
drives may be coupled for example by: a belt drive ; at least

one gear band ; a drive table ; a gear; a communication signal; 25

a wire signal and the like. In addition , in certain embodi

ments, a plurality of variable coupler drives may be coupled

in series through a single rotatable cylinder ( la ).

In yet another additional embodiment, it may be possible

to capture a power input, for example a steam power input, 30

a hydro -power input, a kinetic power input; a magnetic

power input; an electrical power input; a wind power input,
and/ or a thermal power input that may be used to rotate a
turbine element, for example . This rotating turbine may be
rotationally responsive to a drive shaft (8 ) and may further 35

be coupled with a drive table ( 7 ), perhaps through a drive

shaft support coupler, or perhaps a direct connection . This
drive table (7 ) may be positioned on a rotational support
base ( 20 ), and/or adjacent to a spinner (5 ). Again , this
spinner may be slidably coupled with a rotatable cylinder 40

input and joined with at least one rotational drive gear ;

at least one rotational drive band coupled with said

rotational drive gear ;

at least one drive band rotational mount joined to said

rotational drive band and a rotary bearing and sup
ported by a rotational support base ;

at least one rotational propeller drive housing responsive

to said drive band rotationalmount;

at least one seal component joined with said rotational
propeller drive housing ;
at least one directional gear transmission responsive to
said drive shaft ; and
at least one propeller shaft responsive to said directional

gear transmission .
2 . A variably coupled rotational propeller drive system as
described in clause 1 or any other clause and further
comprising at least one variable coupler drive switch

(1 ), such that the power output transmitted through the drive
comprising:
shaft (8 ) to the drive table (7 )may be transmitted to a spinner
at least one translatable drive table support mount posi
(5 ) and ultimately a coupled rotatable cylinder ( 1 ) in the
tioned such that said spinner is rotationally responsive
to said drive table .
form of rotational energy .
Finally, in one embodiment, a spinner (5 ) may be adapt - 45 at least one drive table actuator secured to said translat
ably secured to adaptable support bracket (6 ) through at least
able drive table support mount such that said drive table
one rotational joint (4 ) and may be adjustably positioned
may be de - coupled from said spinner through operation
of said actuator such that said spinner is not rotationally
along a variable drive ratio pathway ( 13 ) through activation
responsive to said drive table .
of at least one variable position driver ( 10 ) comprising the
steps of: activating a variable position driver ( 10 ) to which 50 3 . A variable coupler drive comprising :
a variable position track (9 ) may be responsive, perhaps in
at least one rotatable cylinder responsive to a rotational
response to a control signal; and adjustably positioning a
drive input wherein said rotatable cylinder is supported
adaptable support bracket (6 ) to which the spinner (5 ) is
by at least one coupler support mount through at least
adaptably coupled on the drive table (7 ) along a variable
one rotational joint;
drive ratio pathway (13 ). An electrical output may be 55 at least one spinner slidably coupled to said rotatable
generated by coupling the rotatable cylinder ( 1) to a power
cylinder so as to be rotationally responsive to said
generator (not shown ), which may be innervated by the
cylinder ;
rotationalmovement of the cylinder (1 ). Additional embodi
at least one adaptable support bracket coupled to said

ments may involve activation of variable coupler drive

spinner by at least one rotational joint;
at least one drive table mechanically coupled with at least

translatable drive table support mount ( 25 ) such that a
spinner (5 ) may be rotationally responsive and/ or non
responsive to a drive table ( 7 ); and activating at least one

one drive shaft and rotationally responsive to said
spinner; and
at least one variable position track adjustably coupled to
at least one variable position driver and said adaptable
support bracket, wherein said variable position driver,

switch comprising the steps of: positioning at least one 60

drive table actuator ( 26 ) secured to a translatable drive table

support mount (25 ) such that the drive table (7 ) may be 65
de -coupled and /or coupled from the spinner (5 ) through
operation of an actuator element.

in response to a control signal, adjustably positions said

spinner along a variable drive ratio pathway .
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4 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3, 97 or any other
clause and further comprising a rotational support base.

23. The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
other clause and further comprising a slide table removal

5 . The system as described in clause 4 or any other clause
system .
wherein said rotational support base comprises at least 24 . The system as described in clause 23 or any other clause
one roller element secured to a roller support mount 5 wherein said slide table removal system comprises at least

one adjustable slide table hoist.

through a rotational joint.

6 . The system as described in clause 5 or any other clause

25 . The system as described in clause 24 or any other clause

wherein said roller support mount comprises a plurality of
buffered roller supportmounts.
7 . The system as described in clause 5 or any other clause 10
wherein said roller support mount comprises a plurality of
independently buffered roller support mounts .
8 . The system as described in clause 4 or any other clause
wherein said rotational support base comprises at least 15
one rotational joint coupled to said drive table .
9 . The system as described in clause 8 or any other clause

wherein said adjustable slide table removal hoist com

prises at lease adjustable slide table hoist rail .

26 . The system as described in clauses 1, 97 , 113 and 114 or
any other clause wherein said rotational drive input com

prises at least one rotational drive input selected from the

group consisting of: a motorized power input; a steam

power input, a hydro - power input, a kinetic power input ;
a magnetic power input; an electrical power input; a wind

power input, a thermalpower input; a levered drive input;
a pulley -belted drive input.
wherein said rotational joint coupled to said drive table 27 . The system as described in clauses 1, 3 , and 97 or any
comprises a gear plate coupled to said drive table .
other clause wherein said drive input comprises at least
10 . The system as described in clause 9 or any other clause 20 one rotational drive input selected from the group con
wherein said gear plate coupled to said drive table com
prises a buffered gear plate coupled to said drive table .
11 . The system as described in clause 4 or any other clause
wherein said rotational support base comprises at least

sisting of: a motorized power input ; a steam power input,
a hydro - power input, a kinetic power input; a magnetic
power input; an electrical power input; a wind power
input, a thermal power input; a levered drive input; a
25 rotational drive input and a pulley -belted drive input.
one rotational support base brake .
12 . The system as described in clause 11 or any other clause
28. The system as described in clause 26 or any other clause
wherein said motorized power input comprises a diesel
wherein said rotational support base brake comprises at
motor
input.
least one brake selected from the group consisting of: a
disc brake; a pressure brake; a hydraulic brake ; a 29. The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
mechanical stop ; and a friction brake .

30

other clause wherein said rotatable cylinder comprises a
30 . The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any
rotational cylinder having at least one spline .

13 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said rotational support base com
other clause wherein said rotatable cylinder comprises at
prises at least one rotational support base stabilizer.
one rotational drive input coupler.
14 . The system as described in clause 4 or any other
31.least
met clause
clause 3535 31
The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
and further comprising a rotational interface surface .
other clause wherein said rotatable cylinder comprises at
15 . The system as described in clause 14 or any other clause
least one mechanical stop .

wherein said rotational interface surface comprises a
32. The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any
rotational interface surface selected from the group con
other clause wherein said rotatable cylinder comprises at
sisting of: a plastic a rotational interface surface; a com - 40 least one rotational cylinder coupler.
posite a rotational interface surface ; metal a rotational 33 . The system as described in clause 32 or any other clause

interface surface; a rubber a rotational interface surface; a

wherein said rotational cylinder coupler comprises an

synthetic rotational interface surface; a frictional rota -

RPM / gear adjustor.

tional interface surface ; and a hybrid a rotational interface
34 . The system as described in clause 33 or any other clause
45 wherein said RPM /gear adjustor comprises a planetary
surface .
16 . The system as described in clause 14 or any other clause
gear system coupler.
wherein said rotational interface surface comprises at 35 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
least one rotational track .
other clause wherein said coupler support mount com

17. The system as described in clause 16 or any other clause
prises a plurality of coupler support mounts supported by
wherein said rotational track comprises at least one rota - 50 at least one drive base support.
36 . The system as described in clause 36 or any other clause
tional track guide .
18 . The system as described in clause 17 or any other clause
wherein said plurality of coupler support mounts com
wherein said rotational track guide comprises at least one
prises a plurality of coupler support mounts having a
plurality of anchor support positions.
integral rotational track guide.
19 . The system as described in clause 17 or any other clause 55 37 . The system as described in clause 36 or any other clause
wherein said rotational track guide comprises at least one
wherein said plurality of coupler support mounts com
internally secured rotational track .
prises a plurality of coupler support mounts having at
20 . The system as described in clause 17 or any other clause
least detachable anchor support.
wherein said rotational track comprises at least one inter nal rotational track guide.

38 . The system as described in clause 37 or any other clause

60

21. The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
other clause and further comprising at least one slide
bearing attached to said translatable drive table support

mount.

22 . The system as described in clause 21 or any other clause 65
wherein said slide bearing comprises at least one slide
anchor.

wherein said detachable anchor support comprises a

detachable anchor support selected from the group con
sisting of: a snap anchor support ; a slide anchor support;
a screw anchor support; a clamp anchor support; a ring
anchor support; a hook anchor support; a quick release
anchor support; and a pressure anchor support.

39 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any

other clause wherein said rotational joint comprises a
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drive table frictional membrane selected from the group

spinner frictional membrane selected from the group

58 . The system as described in clause 55 or any other clause

consisting of: a composite membrane, a plastic mem

wherein said drive table frictional membrane comprises a

brane; a resin membrane; a carbon -coated membrane; a
rubber membrane; a vulcanized rubber membrane; an

59. The system as described in clause 55 or any other clause

bearing joint; a ball bearing joint; a geared joint, a plan
consisting of: a composite membrane ; a plastic mem
etary geared joint; a pivot joint; a ball and socket joint; a
brane; a resin membrane ; a carbon - coated membrane ; a
pin bearing joint; a synthetic bearing joint; a babbit
rubber membrane; a vulcanized rubber membrane; an
bearing joint; a universal bearing joint; and a bushing . 5
epoxy membrane ; an oil membrane; and a petroleum
40 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
based membrane .
other clause wherein said spinner comprises a spinner 57 . The system as described in clause 56 or any other clause
frictional membrane .
wherein said drive table frictionalmembrane comprises a
41. The system as described in clause 40 or any other clause
wherein said spinner frictional membrane comprises a 10 continuous frictional membrane applicator.
drive table replaceable frictional membrane.

wherein said drive table frictional membrane comprises a
epoxy membrane; an oil membrane; a petroleum -based 155 where
drive table detachable frictional surface .

membrane.

42. The system as described in clause 41 or any other clause

60. The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any

other clause wherein said drive table comprises an inte

and further comprising a continuous frictional membrane

gral frictional composite drive table .

applicator.

43. The system as described in clause 42 or any other clause 20 61. The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any
and further comprising a continuous frictionalmembrane
other clause wherein said drive table comprises at least
one integral neutral position .
applicator catch .
44 . The system as described in clause 40 or any other clause 62. The system as described in clause 61 or any other clause
wherein said spinner frictional membrane comprises a
replaceable spinner frictional membrane .

wherein said integral neutral position comprises at least

25

one integral gradient surface .

45. The system as described in clause 40 or any other clause 63. The system as described in clause 61 or any other clause
wherein said spinner frictional membrane comprises
wherein said integral neutral position comprises a central
neutral position .
detachable spinner frictional surface.
46 . The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any 64 . The system as described in clause 61 or any other clause
other clause wherein said spinner comprises an integral 30 wherein said integral neutral position comprises at least
one intermittent neutral position .
frictional composite spinner.
47. The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any 65 . The system as described in clause 61 or any other clause
other clause wherein said adaptable support bracket com
wherein said integral neutral position comprises external
prises at least one upper bracket member secured to at
neutral position.
least one lower bracket member.

48 . The system as described in clause 47 or any other clause

35 66 . The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said drive table comprises a variable

wherein said upper and lower bracket members form an
internal rotational joint aperture .

49 . The system as described in clause 47 or any other clause

drive ratio directional region .
67. The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said drive table comprises at least

wherein said upper and lower bracket members are 40 one drive shaft support coupler secured to said drive table .
secured by at least one lock selected from the group 68. The system as described in clause 67 or any other clause
consisting of: snap lock ; fitted lock ; pressure lock ; quick
wherein said drive shaft support coupler comprises at

release lock ; and slide lock .

50 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any

least one RPM / gear adjustor responsive to said drive
table .

other clause wherein said adaptable support bracket com - 45 69. The system as described in clause 68 or any other clause

prises at least one variable position track mount.
wherein said RPM / gear adjustor comprises at least one
51. The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
planetary gear system .
other clause wherein said adaptable support bracket com - 70 . The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any
prises at least one integral variable position track mount.
other clause wherein said drive shaft comprises a drive
52 . The system as described in clause 51 or any other clause 50 shaft coupler interface.
wherein said variable position track mount comprises at
least one non - integral variable position track mount
secured to said adaptable support bracket.

71. The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said drive shaft comprises at least

53 . The system as described in clause 50 or any other clause

72 . The system as described in clause 71 or any other clause

wherein said variable position track mount comprises a 55
variable position track mount selected from the group

one RPM / gear adjustor responsive to said drive shaft .

wherein said RPM / gear adjustor responsive to said drive
shaft comprises a plurality of RPM / gear adjustors linking

consisting of: a rail variable position track mount; a
multiple sections of said drive shaft .
threaded variable position track mount; and a hydraulic 73 . The system as described in clause 71 or any other clause
responsive variable position track mount.
wherein said RPM / gear adjustor responsive to said drive
54 . The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any 60 shaft comprises a planetary gear system .
other clause wherein said adaptable support bracket com - 74 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3, 97 and 76 or any
other clause wherein said drive shaft support coupler
prises an adaptable support bracket buffer .

55 . The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said drive table comprises a drive

comprises at least one drive shaft coupler support inter

face .

65 75. The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any
other clause and further comprising at least one drive
wherein said drive table frictionalmembrane comprises a
shaft support.

table frictional membrane.
56 . The system as described in clause 55 or any other clause
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76 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 , 97 and 75 or any

control signal selected from the group consisting of a :

other clause and further comprising at least one rotational
joint.

wired control signal; a wireless control signal; a mechani

cal control signal; an electronic control signal ; an output

77 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
signal; and input signal; an RPM output signal; rotational
other clause wherein said variable position driver com - 5 drive input; a resistance control signal; and directional
prises a variable position driver selected from the group
control signal.
consisting of: a variable position slide driver, a variable
90 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
position rail driver, a variable position magnet driver, a
other clause and further comprising a sensor.
variable position motor driver, a variable position electro - 91 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
driver; a variable position spring driver , a variable posi- 10 other clause wherein said variable coupler drive com
tion servo -motor driver; a variable position pressure
prises a plurality of variable coupler drives coupled in
driver; a variable position pneumatic driver , a variable
series .
position manual driver, an automatic variable position
92 . The system as described in clauses 91 or any other clause
driver ; and a variable position hydraulic driver.
wherein said plurality of variable coupler drives coupled
78 . The system as described in clauses 1, 3 , 77 , and 97 or any 15 in series comprises a plurality of variable coupler drives
other clause wherein said variable position motor driver
coupled in series through a coupler selected from the
comprises a variable position motor driver selected from
group consisting of: a belt drive ; at least one gear band;
the group consisting of: a 1700- 1900 rpm variable posi
tion motor driver ; 1500 - 2000 rpm variable position motor

a drive table ; a gear ; a communication signal; and a wire
signal.
driver ; 1300 - 2200 variable position motor driver ; 1100 - 20 93 . The system as described in clause 91 or any other clause

2400 variable position motor driver; 900 - 2600 variable
driver ; 500 -3000 variable position motor driver.

wherein said a plurality of variable coupler drives coupled
in series comprises a plurality of variable coupler drives
coupled in series through a single rotatable cylinder

81. The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any

95. The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any

position motor driver; 700 - 2800 variable position motor

79. The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said variable position driver com - 25
prises a plurality of synchronized variable position driv -

responsive to a rotational drive input or any other clause
wherein said rotatable cylinder is supported by at least
one coupler support mount through at least one rotational
joint.
ers .
80 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any 94 . The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said variable position driver com
other clause wherein said variable coupler drive com
prises a plurality of opposing synchronized variable posi- 30 prises a plurality of variable coupler drives coupled in
parallel.
tion drivers .
other clause wherein said variable position driver com -

prises at least one variable position driver responsive to a
controller.

other clause wherein said plurality of variable coupler

35

drives coupled in parallel comprises a plurality of variable
coupler drives coupled in parallel through : at least one
belt drive ; at least one gear band ; at least one drive table;
at least one gear ; at least one communication signal; and
at lea
least one wire signal.

82 . The system as described in clauses 1, 3 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said variable position driver com
prises variable position driver secured to a base support
96 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
through at least one detachable anchor support.
83. The system as described in clause 82 or any other clause 40 other clause wherein said a plurality of variable coupler
wherein said detachable anchor support comprises at least
drives coupled in parallel comprises a plurality of rota
one detachable anchor support selected from the group
tionally independent variable coupler drives coupled in
consisting of: a snap anchor support ; a slide anchor

support; a screw anchor support ; a clamp anchor support;

parallel.

97. A variable coupler lift drive comprising :
a ring anchor support; a hook anchor support; a quick 45 at least one rotatable cylinder responsive to a rotational
release anchor support; and a pressure anchor support.
drive input wherein said rotatable cylinder is supported

84 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any

other clause wherein said variable position track com

prises at least one variable position track selected from the
group consisting of: a screw ; a threaded rod ; an all-thread 50
rod ; a rail ; and extendable track ; a spring responsive

track ; a hydraulic responsive track ; a pressure responsive
track ; and a pneumatic responsive track .

85. The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said variable position track com - 55

prises at least one variable gear position coupler.
86 . The system as described in clause 85 or any other clause

wherein said variable gear position coupler comprises a
tractable coupler .
87 . The system as described in clause 85 or any other clause 60

wherein said variable gear position coupler comprises an
RPM / gear increaser.

88 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said variable position track com
prises at least one mechanical stop .
65
89 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 3 and 97 or any

other clause wherein said control signal comprises a

by at least one coupler support mount through at least

one rotational joint;

at least one spinner slidably coupled to said rotatable
cylinder so as to be rotationally responsive to said

cylinder;

at least one adaptable support bracket coupled to said
spinner by at least one rotational joint ;

at least one drive table mechanically coupled with at least
one drive shaft and rotationally responsive to said

spinner ; and
at least one variable position track adjustably coupled to
at least one variable position driver and said adaptable
support bracket, wherein said variable position driver,
in response to a control signal, adjustably positions said
spinner along a variable drive ratio pathway ; and
at least one variable coupler drive switch comprising:
at least one translatable drive table support mount
positioned such that said spinner is rotationally
responsive to said drive table .
at least one drive table actuator secured to said trans
latable drive table support mount such that said drive
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table may be de -coupled from said spinner through 110 . The system as described in clause 98 or any other clause
operation of said actuator such that said spinner is
wherein said rotational support base comprises at least
not rotationally responsive to said drive table .
one roller element secured to a roller support mount
98 . The system as described in clauses 2 and 97 or any other
through a rotational joint.
clause wherein said translatable drive table comprises a 5 111. The system as described in clauses 2 and 97 or any other
translatable drive table support mount positioned such
clause and further comprising at least one slide bearing
that said spinner is rotationally non -responsive with said
attached to said translatable drive table support mount.
112 . The system as described in clause 111 or any other
drive table .

99 . The system as described in clause 98 or any other clause

clause wherein said slide bearing comprises at least one

and further comprising at least one drive table actuator "
slide anchor.
secured to said translatable drive table support mount
113 . A rotational drive system comprising:
such that said drive table may be coupled to said spinner
a directional drive shaft responsive to a drive input and

through operation said actuator such that said spinner is

rotationally responsive to said drive table.
100. The system as described in clauses 2 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said translatable drive table support

joined with at least one rotational drive gear ;
to
15

a rotational drive band coupled with said rotational drive
gear;

a drive band rotational mount joined to said rotational

drive band and a rotary bearing and supported by a

mount comprises a transverse plate .
101. The system as described in clause 99 or any other

rotational support base ;

clause wherein said transverse plate is secured to a 20
rotational support base and responsive to said drive table
actuator such that said drive table may coupled with said
spinner such that said spinner is rotationally responsive to

a rotational propeller drive housing responsive to said
drive band rotational mount ; and
a seal component joined with said rotational propeller

drive housing .
a directional gear transmission responsive to a drive shaft;

said drive table and /or said drive table may be de - coupled
from said spinner such that said spinner is not rotationally 25

responsive to said drive table .
102 . The system as described in clauses 2 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said translatable drive table support
mount comprises a translatable drive table support mount

and

a propeller shaft responsive to said directional gear trans

a

selected from the group costing of: a spring loaded 30

translatable drive table support mount; and a cam respon

mission .
114 . A rotationalpropeller drive housing system comprising:
directional drive shaft responsive to a drive input and
joined with at least one rotational drive gear ;

a rotational drive band coupled with said rotational drive
gear ;

sive translatable drive table support mount.

103. The system as described in clauses 2 and 97 or any
other clause wherein said drive table movement actuator

a drive band rotational mount joined to said rotational
drive band and a rotary bearing and supported by a

comprises a drive table movement actuator selected from 35

rotational support base ;

the group consisting of: a hydraulic movement actuator;
a rotational propeller drive housing responsive to said
drive band rotational mount ; and
an electrical movement actuator ; an automatic movement
actuator; a manual movement actuator ; a lever movement
a seal component joined with said rotational propeller
drive housing.
actuator; a motor movement actuator; a gravity movement
actuator; a magnetic movement actuator ; a screw -drive 40 115 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114 or

any other clause and further comprising at least one

movement actuator; and a spring movement actuator.

104 . A variable coupler drive lift as described in clause 101

internal housing .

or any other clause wherein said transverse plate com -

116 . The system as described in clause 115 or any other

prises a transverse plate selected from the group costing

clause wherein said internal housing comprises an internal

of: a spring loaded transverse plate ; and a cam responsive 45

housing having a plurality of access slots .

transverse plate .

105. The system as described in clauses 2 and 97 translatable
drive table support mount comprises a translatable drive

table support mount tractably coupled with at least one
drive base support.

106 . The system as described in clause 105 or any other

clause wherein said translatable drive table support mount
tractably coupled with at least one drive base support

117 . The system as described in clause 115 or any other

clause wherein said internal housing comprises a housing

having at least one directional drive shaft aperture and /or

at least one drive shaft aperture .

50 118 . The system as described in clauses 115 or any other

clause wherein said internal housing comprises at least

one internal housing secured to at least one rotary bearing .

119 . The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114 and

comprises at least one tractable interface .
1 or any other clause wherein said directional drive shaft
107. The system as described in clause 105 or any other 55 comprises at least one directional drive shaft coupled with
clause wherein said translatable drive table supportmount
at least one retaining ring.
tractably coupled with at least one drive base support
120 . The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114
comprises at least one translatable attachment.

108 . The system as described in clause 107 or any other

wherein said directional drive shaft comprises at least one
directional drive shaft coupled with at least one drive

clause wherein said translatable attachment comprises at 60shaft hub .

least one translatable attachment selected from the group 121. The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114 and
consisting of: a slide attachment ; a stack attachment; a
120 or any other clause wherein said directional drive
transient attachment; a spring loaded attachment; a
shaft comprises at least one directional drive shaft having
at least one slide engagement.
detachable attachment; a bearing joint attachment.
109 . The system as described in clauses 2 and 97 or any 65 122 . The system as described in clauses 121 or any other
other clause and further comprising a rotational support

clause wherein said slide engagement comprises a spline

base .

connection
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123 . The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114 or
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141. The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114

motorized power input; a steam power input; a hydro -

142. The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114

any other clause wherein said drive input comprises a
drive input selected from the group consisting of: a

power input; a kinetic power input ; a magnetic power 5
input; an electrical power input; a wind power input; a

thermal power input; belt -driven power input; a rotational
power input; and /or a hybrid power input.

124. The system as described in clauses 1, 113, 114 and 123

wherein said rotational support base comprises bearing
track .

wherein said rotational mount comprises at least one
rotational mount spacer.

143 . The system as described in clause 142 or any other
clause wherein said rotational mount spacer comprises at

least one retractable joint.

or any other clause wherein said drive input comprises a " 144 . The system as described in clause 143 or any other

drive input responsive to a control signal.

clause wherein said retractable joint comprises a retract
able joint selected from the group consisting of: a spline
joint; a screw joint; a compression joint; an interlaced

signal selected from the group consisting of : a wire 16

joint; a hydraulic joint; an extendable joint; a universal
joint; a spider joint; a revolute joint; a pivot joint; a ball
Jºn

125 . The system as described in clauses 124 or any other
clause wherein said control signal comprises a control

control signal; a wireless control signal; a mechanical
control signal; a digital control signal; an electronic
control signal; an RPM output signal; a resistance control
signal; an electrical output signal; a cylinder RPM output

signal; a rotational drive input; and directional control 20
signal.

126 . The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114 or
any other clause and further comprising at least one

sensor.

127. The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114 25
wherein said drive gear comprises a drive gear selected

from the group consisting of: at least one pinion , at least

one worm gear , and at least one bevel gear.
128. The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114

and socket joint; a pin bearing joint; and a cylinder joint.

145 . The system as described in clause 142 or any other

clause wherein said rotational mount spacer comprises at

least one buffer.
146 . The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114
wherein said rotational mount comprises at least one RPM

gear adjustor .

147. The system as described in clause 146 or any other

clause wherein said RPM gear adjustor comprises at least

one planetary gear.

148 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114

wherein said rotary bearing comprises at least one thrust
bearing

wherein said drive gear comprises at least one belt drive. 30 149 . The system as described in clause 148 or any other
clause wherein said rotary bearing comprises at least one
thrust bearing coupled to said drive band rotationalmount

129. The system as described in clauses 114 , 113 , 1 or any
other clause wherein said drive gear comprises at least
one drive table .
130 . The system as described in clause 129 or any other

clause wherein said drive table comprises at least one 35

and an internal housing .

150 . The system as described in clauses 1, 113 , 114 and 149
or any other clause wherein said rotary bearing comprises

frictional membrane .
131. The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114

a rotary bearing selected from the group consisting of: a
thrust joint; a thrust ballbearing; a cylindrical thrust roller

wherein said drive band comprises at least one circular

bearing ; a tapered roller thrust bearing ; a spherical roller

gear.

132. The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114 40
wherein said drive band comprises at least one gear band .

133. The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114
wherein said drive band comprises at least one worm gear.

134 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114

thrust bearing ; a magnetic bearing, a fluid bearing, a
fluid - film thrust bearing; a roller ; a cam roller ; a rotational
joint; and a rotational plate .

151. The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114 or
any other clause and further comprising at least one

external seal.

wherein said drive gear comprises at least one drive table . 45 152. The system as described in clauses 151 or any other
135 . The system as described in clause 133 or any other
clause wherein said external seal comprises at least one
clause wherein said drive table comprises at least one
seal joined with at least one seal housing.

frictionalmembrane

153 . The system as described in clauses 151 or any other
clause wherein said external seal comprises at least one

any other clause wherein said rotational support base 50

external seal coupled with a rotational joint.
154 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114 or

136 . The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114 or
comprises at least one roller.
137 . The system as described in clause 136 or any other
clause wherein said roller comprises at least one roller
coupled with at least one roller support bracket .
138 . The system as described in clause 137 or any other 55

clause wherein said roller coupled with at least one roller
support bracket comprises at least one roller coupled with
at least one roller support bracket through at least one flex

any other clause and further comprising at least one
external seal spacer.

155 . The system as described in clause 154 or any other
clause wherein said external seal spacer comprises exter

n al seal spacer coupled with a rotational joint .
156 . The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114 or
any other clause and further comprising at least one brake.

joint.
157. The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114
139 . The system as described in clause 137 or any other 60 wherein said brake comprises a brake selected from the

clause wherein said roller coupled with at least one roller
support bracket comprises at least one roller support

bracket coupled to an internal housing with at least one
internal housing anchor.

140 . The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114 65
wherein said rotational support base comprises at least
one rotational plate .

group consisting of: a brake coupled to said drive band

rotational mount; a brake coupled to a spacer; a brake

coupled to said drive shaft; a brake coupled to said

directional drive shaft ; brake coupled to a brake housing;
and a brake coupled to a rotational support base .

158 . The system as described in clauses 156 and 157 or any
other clause wherein said brake comprises a brake
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selected from the group consisting of: a disc brake; a

pressure brake; a hydraulic brake ; and a friction brake .

159 . The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114

wherein said rotationalpropeller drive housing comprises
at least one foil.
160 . The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114

5

wherein said rotational propeller drive housing comprises
at least one component array position .
161. The system as described in clauses 1 , 113 and 114
wherein said rotational propeller drive housing comprises

a plurality of synchronized rotational propeller drive
housings.
162 . The system as described in clauses 1, 113 and 114
wherein said rotational propeller drive housing comprises 15
a plurality of independent rotational propeller drive hous
ings.
163 . The system as described in clause 161 or any other
clause wherein said plurality of synchronized rotational
propeller drive housings comprises plurality of synchro - 20
nized rotational propeller drive housings selected from the

group consisting of: plurality of gear synchronized rota
tional propeller drive housings; or plurality of belt syn
chronized rotational propeller drive housings; a plurality
of rack and pinion synchronized rotationalpropeller drive 25
housings; a plurality of wire synchronized rotational
propeller drive housings; a plurality of communication

signal rotational propeller drive housings.
164. The system as described in clauses 1 and 113 or any

activating said variable position driver to which said
variable position track is responsive in response to
said control signal; and
adjustably positioning said adaptable support bracket to
which said spinner is adaptably coupled on said drive
table along a variable drive ratio pathway .

generating a drive input;

outputting said rotational drive input to a directional drive
shaft ;
innervating at least one rotational drive gear coupled with

said directional drive shaft;
innervating a rotational drive band coupled with said
rotational drive gear ;

coupling at least one drive band rotational mount to said

rotational drive band and a rotary bearing ;
supporting said drive band rotational mount with at least
one rotational support base ;

coupling at least one rotational propeller drive housing
and said drive band rotational mount;
coupling at least one seal component with said rotational
propeller drive housing;

establishing a directional gear transmission responsive to
a drive shaft ;
establishing a propeller shaft responsive to said direc

tional gear transmission ;
rotating said drive shaft innervating said propeller shaft

through said directional gear transmission ; and

rotating said rotational propeller drive housing in

to a control signal .
other clause wherein said directional gear transmission 30 169. response
A
method
of operating a rotational propeller drive
comprises a directional gear transmission selected from
system comprising the steps of:
the group consisting of a yaw drive; a directional gearing ;
generating a drive input;
a gear band ; a drive table ; a rack and pinion system ; a
outputting
said rotational drive input to a directional drive
belt- drive ; and circular gearing.
35
shaft ;
165 . The system as described in clauses 1 and 113 or any
innervating at least one rotational drive gear coupled with
other clause and further comprising at least one propeller
said directional drive shaft ;
joined with said propeller shaft.

166 . The system as described in clauses 1 and 113 or any

other clause and further comprising a drive shaft bearing 40

innervating a rotational drive band coupled with said
rotational drive gear ;

coupling at least one drive band rotational mount to said
cover.
rotational drive band and a rotary bearing;
167. The system as described in clauses 1 and 113 or any
supporting said drive band rotational mount with at least
other clause and further comprising a directional drive
one rotational support base ;
shaft retaining ring.
coupling at least one rotational propeller drive housing
168 . A method of variably coupling a rotational propeller 45
and said drive band rotationalmount;
drive system comprising the steps of:
coupling at least one seal component with said rotational
slidably securing at least one spinner to a rotatable
propeller drive housing ;
cylinder wherein said cylinder is supported by at least
establishing a directional gear transmission responsive to
one coupler support mount through at least one rota
a drive shaft;
50 establishing a propeller shaft responsive to said direc
tional joint;
tional gear transmission ;
support bracket through at least one rotational joint;
rotating said drive shaft innervating said propeller shaft
adjustably coupling a variable position track to at least
through said directional gear transmission ; and
one variable position driver and said adaptable support
rotating said rotational propeller drive housing in
response to a control signal .
bracket;
55
170 . A method of rotating a propeller drive housing com
generating a rotational drive input;
transferring said rotational drive input causing rotation of
prising the steps of:
generating a drive input;
said rotatable cylinder ;
rotating said spinner slidably secured to said rotatable
outputting said drive input to a directional drive shaft;

adaptably securing said spinner to at least one adaptable

cylinder;

rotating at least one drive table rotationally responsive to
said spinner;

rotating at least one drive shaftmechanically coupled with
said drive table ;
adjustably positioning said spinner along a variable drive 65
ratio pathway through activation of at least one variable
position driver comprising the steps of:

innervating at least one rotational drive gear coupled with

said directional drive shaft;
innervating a rotational drive band coupled with said
rotational drive gear ;
coupling at least one drive band rotationalmount to said
rotational drive band and a rotary bearing ;
supporting said drive band rotational mount with at least
one rotational support base ;
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coupling at least one rotational propeller drive housing 174 . A variable coupler drive power generator as described
in 173 or any other clause and further comprising at least
and said drive band rotational mount;
coupling at least one seal component with said rotational
one variable coupler drive switch comprising :
propeller drive housing; and
at least one translatable drive table support mount posi
rotating said rotational propeller drive housing in 5
tioned such that said spinner is rotationally responsive
response to a control signal.
to said drive table .
171. A method of variable drive coupling comprising the
at
least one drive table actuator secured to said translat
steps of:
able drive table support mount such that said drive table
slidably securing at least one spinner to a rotatable
may be de -coupled from said spinner through operation
cylinder wherein said cylinder is supported by at least 10
of said actuator such that said spinner is not rotationally
one coupler support mount through at least one rota
responsive to said drive table .
tional joint;
. A method of variable coupler drive power generation
adaptably securing said spinner to at least one adaptable 175comprising
the steps of:
support bracket through at least one rotational joint;
rotating at turbine in response to a power input;
adjustably coupling a variable position track to at least 15 rotating
at least one drive shaft responsive to said turbine
one variable position driver and said adaptable support
generating a rotational drive input;
transferring said rotational drive input causing rotation of
bracket;

said rotatable cylinder ;

20

rotating said spinner slidably secured to said rotatable
cylinder ;

and adaptively coupled with a drive shaft coupler ;
rotating at least one drive table secured to said drive shaft
coupler and positioned on a rotational support base
wherein said drive table is positioned adjacent to at
least one spinner;

rotating a rotatable cylinder supported by at least one
coupler support mount through at least one rotational

rotating at least one drive table rotationally responsive to

said spinner ;

joint and slidably coupled to said spinner;
cylinder ;
generating an electrical output in response to operation of

rotating at least one drive shaftmechanically coupled with 25 coupling at least one power generator to said rotatable
said drive table ; and
adjustably positioning said spinner along a variable drive
ratio pathway through activation of at least one variable
position driver comprising the steps of:
activating said variable position driver to which said 30

variable position track is responsive in response to
said control signal;
adjustably positioning said adaptable support bracket to

which said spinner is adaptably coupled on said drive
table along a variable drive ratio pathway.

35

172. A method of variable drive coupling as described in
clause 171 or any other clause and further comprising the
steps of establishing a variable coupler drive switch

comprising the steps of
positioning at least one translatable drive table support 40
mount such that said spinner is rotationally responsive
to said drive table ; and

activating at least one drive table actuator secured to said

translatable drive table support mount such that said

drive table may be de -coupled from said spinner 45
through operation of said actuator such that said spin

ner is not rotationally responsive to said drive table.
173. A variable coupler drive power generator comprising:
at least one rotatable turbine responsive to a power input;
at least one drive shaft responsive to said rotatable turbine 50

and adaptively coupled with a drive shaft coupler;
at least one drive table secured to said drive shaft coupler
and positioned on a rotational support base said drive

said rotatable cylinder;
support bracket through at least one rotational joint ;
and
adjustably positioning said spinner along a variable drive
ratio pathway through activation of at least one variable
position driver comprising the steps of:
activating said variable position driver to which said
variable position track is responsive in response to
said control signal; and
adjustably positioning said adaptable support bracket to
which said spinner is adaptably coupled on said drive
adaptably securing said spinner to at least one adaptable

table along a variable drive ratio pathway.
176 . A method of variable coupler drive power generation

175 or any other clause and further comprising the steps

of establishing a variable coupler drive switch comprising
steps of
the step
positioning at least one translatable drive table support

mount such that said spinner is rotationally responsive

to said drive table; and
activating at least one drive table actuator secured to said
translatable drive table support mount such that said
drive table may be de -coupled from said spinner

through operation of said actuator such that said spin

ner is not rotationally responsive to said drive table .
As can be easily understood from the foregoing, the basic

table is positioned adjacent to at least one spinner;

concepts of the present invention may be embodied in a

support mount through at least one rotational joint and
slidably coupled to said spinner ;
at least one power generator coupled to said rotatable
cylinder configured to generate an electrical output in

devices to accomplish the appropriate the inventive tech
nology in all of its embodiments . In this application , the
various embodiments and techniques are disclosed as part of
the results shown to be achieved by the various devices

a rotatable cylinder supported by at least one coupler 55 variety of ways . It involves both techniques as well as

response to operation of said rotatable cylinder;
60 described and as steps which are inherent to utilization . They
at least one adaptable support bracket coupled to said
are simply the natural result of utilizing the devices as

spinner by at least one rotational joint; and
at least one variable position track adjustably coupled to

at least one variable position driver and said adaptable

intended and described . In addition , while some devices are
disclosed , it should be understood that these not only accom

plish certain methods but also can be varied in a number of

support bracket, wherein said variable position driver, 65 ways . Importantly , as to all of the foregoing, all of these
in response to a control signal, adjustably positions said
facets should be understood to be encompassed by this
disclosure .
spinner along a variable drive ratio pathway .
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The discussion included in this application is intended to

serve as a basic description . The reader should be aware that

40
in this application for patent are hereby incorporated by
reference . Any priority case (s ) claimed by this application is
hereby appended and hereby incorporated by reference . In
Any patents, publications, or other references mentioned

the specific discussion may not explicitly describe all
embodiments possible; many alternatives are implicit. It also
may not fully explain the generic nature of the invention and 5 addition , as to each term used it should be understood that
may not explicitly show how each feature or element can unless its utilization in this application is inconsistent with
actually be representative of a broader function or of a great a broadly supporting interpretation , common dictionary
variety of alternative or equivalent elements . Again , these
are implicitly included in this disclosure . Where the inven definitions should be understood as incorporated for each

term and all definitions, alternative terms, and synonyms
tion is described in device - oriented terminology , each ele - 10 such
as contained in the Random House Webster' s
mentof the device implicitly performs a function . Apparatus Unabridged
Dictionary , second edition are hereby incorpo
claims may not only be included for the device described , rated by reference
. Finally, all references in any reference
but also method or process claims may be included to
list
or
information
statement filed with the appli
address the functions the invention and each element per cation are hereby disclosure
appended and hereby incorporated by
forms. Neither the description nor the terminology is 15
intended to limit the scope of the claimsthat willbe included reference , however, as to each of the above , to the extent that
in any subsequent patent application .

such information or statements incorporated by reference

be considered inconsistent with the patenting of
It should also be understood that a variety of changes may might
this /these invention ( s ) such statements are expressly not to
be made without departing from the essence of the inven
tion . Such changes are also implicitly included in the 320 be
DE considered as made by the applicant(s ).
description . They still fall within the scope of this invention .

U . S . Patents

A broad disclosure encompassing both the explicit embodi

ment(s ) shown , the great variety of implicit alternative

embodiments, and the broad methods or processes and the
like are encompassed by this disclosure and may be relied 25

upon when drafting any claims. It should be understood that
such language changes and broader ormore detailed claim
ing may be accomplished at a later date (such as by any
required deadline) or in the event the applicant subsequently

Name of Patentee or
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Kind
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Issue Date
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standing , the reader should be aware that this disclosure is
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2007 Nov. 20

to be understood to support any subsequently filed patent
application that may seek examination of as broad a base of
claims as deemed within the applicant's right and may be

designed to yield a patent covering numerous aspects of the 35

invention both independently and as an overall system .
Further, each of the various elements of the invention and
claims may also be achieved in a variety of manners .

Additionally, when used or implied , an element is to be
understood as encompassing individual as well as plural 40

structures thatmay or may not be physically connected . This

disclosure should be understood to encompass each such

variation , be it a variation of an embodiment of any appa

ratus embodiment, a method or process embodiment, or
even merely a variation of any element of these . Particularly , 45
it should be understood that as the disclosure relates to
elements of the invention , the words for each element may
be expressed by equivalent apparatus terms or method
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considered to be encompassed in the description of each
element or action . Such terms can be substituted where

should be understood that all actions may be expressed as a 55
means for taking that action or as an element which causes
that action . Similarly, each physical element disclosed
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should be understood to encompass a disclosure of the

action which that physical element facilitates. Regarding

this last aspect, as but one example , the disclosure of a 60

" coupler ” should be understood to encompass disclosure of
the act of “ coupling” — whether explicitly discussed or not

and , conversely, were there effectively disclosure of the act

of " coupling” , such a disclosure should be understood to
encompass disclosure of a “ coupler” and even a “means for 65
coupling ." Such changes and alternative terms are to be

understood to be explicitly included in the description.
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Thus, the applicant( s) should be understood to have
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least: i) each of the devices as herein disclosed and
described , ii ) the related methods disclosed and described ,
5 iii ) similar, equivalent, and even implicit variations of each
of these devices and methods, iv ) those alternative designs
which accomplish each of the functions shown as are
disclosed and described , v ) those alternative designs and
methods which accomplish each of the functions shown as
are implicit to accomplish that which is disclosed and
described , vi) each feature , component, and step shown as
separate and independent inventions , vii ) the applications
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With regard to claims whether now or later presented for
examination , it should be understood that for practical
reasons and so as to avoid great expansion of the examina

International Patent Number PCT/US2010 /029077 , International Search

Report dated Jul. 30 , 2010
International Patent Number PCT/US2010 /029077, Written Opinion

of the International Searching Authority dated Jul. 30 , 2010
Nayef, N . et al. Friction Drive , Variable Speed , Multiple Generator,
Utility -Scale Wind Turbine, CWind Inc. Paper for WWEC2008

International Patent Number PCT/US2012 /052539, International

Search Report dated Nov. 15 , 2012

tion burden , the applicant may at any time present only
initial claims or perhaps only initial claims with only initial
60 dependencies. The office and any third persons interested in

potential scope of this or subsequent applications should
date in this case, in a case claiming the benefit of this case ,
understand that broader claimsmay be presented at a later

or in any continuation in spite of any preliminary amend
65 ments , other amendments , clause language , or arguments
presented , thus throughout the pendency of any case there is
no intention to disclaim or surrender any potential subject
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matter. It should be understood that if or when broader
claims are presented , such may require that any relevant
prior art that may have been considered at any prior time
may need to be re - visited since it is possible that to the extent
any amendments , clause language , or arguments presented 5

44
tional or desired configuration .

rate or non -disparate elements in a functional, non - func
In addition and as to computer aspects and each aspect

amenable to software , programming or other electronic
automation , the applicant(s ) should be understood to have

in this or any subsequent application are considered as made support to clause and make a statement of invention to at
: xvi) processes performed with the aid of or on a
to avoid such prior art, such reasons may be eliminated by least
computer as described throughout the above discussion , XV )
later presented claims or the like .
programmable apparatus as described throughout the
Both the examiner and any person otherwise interested in 10 aabove
, xvi) a computer readable memory
existing or later potential coverage , or considering if there encodeddiscussion
with
data
to direct a computer comprising means or
has at any time been any possibility of an indication of elements which function
as described throughout the above
disclaimer or surrender of potential coverage, should be discussion , xvii ) a computer
configured as herein disclosed
aware that no such surrender or disclaimer is ever intended and described , xviii ) individual or combined subroutines and
or ever exists in this or any subsequent application . Limi 15 programs as herein disclosed and described , xix ) the related
tations such as arose in Hakim v. Cannon Avent Group, PLC , methods disclosed and described , xx ) similar, equivalent,
479 F .3d 1313 ( Fed . Cir 2007 ) , or the like are expressly not
and even implicit variations of each of these systems and
intended in this or any subsequent related matter. In addi- methods, xxi) those alternative designs which accomplish
tion , support should be understood to exist to the degree
each of the functions shown as are disclosed and described ,
required under new matter laws — including but not limited 20 xxii ) those alternative designs and methods which accom
to European Patent Convention Article 123 ( 2 ) and United plish each of the functions shown as are implicit to accom
States Patent Law 35 USC 132 or other such laws— to plish that which is disclosed and described , xxiii ) each

permit the addition of any of the various dependencies or

feature , component, and step shown as separate and inde

other elements presented under one independent clause or

pendent inventions, and xxiv ) the various combinations and

concept as dependencies or elements under any other inde - 25 permutations of each of the above .

pendent clause or concept . In drafting any claims at any time

whether in this application or in any subsequent application ,
it should also be understood that the applicant has intended
to capture as full and broad a scope of coverage as legally

Finally , any claims set forth at any time are hereby

incorporated by reference as part of this description of the
invention , and the applicant expressly reserves the right to
use all of or a portion of such incorporated content of such

available . To the extent that insubstantial substitutes are 30 claims as additional description to support any of or all of

made , to the extent that the applicant did not in fact draft any
clause so as to literally encompass any particular embodi-

the claims or any element or component thereof, and the
applicant or any other clause further expressly reserves the

ment, and to the extent otherwise applicable , the applicant

right to move any portion of or all of the incorporated

should not be understood to have in any way intended to or

content of such claims or any element or component thereof

may not have been able to anticipate all eventualities ; one
skilled in the art, should not be reasonably expected to have
drafted a clause that would have literally encompassed such
alternative embodiments .

sary to define the matter for which protection is sought by
this application or by any subsequent continuation , division ,
or continuation - in -part application thereof, or to obtain any

benefit of, reduction in fees pursuant to , or to comply with

" comprising" is used to maintain the “ open - end” claims
herein , according to traditional clause interpretation . Thus,

and such content incorporated by reference shall survive
during the entire pendency of this application including any

unless the context requires otherwise , it should be under -

subsequent continuation , division , or continuation - in -part

stood that the term " comprise ” or variations such as " com -

application thereof or any reissue or extension thereon .

actually relinquished such coverage as the applicant simply 35 from the description into the claims or vice - versa as neces

Further , if or when used , the use of the transitional phrase 40 the patent laws, rules, or regulations of any country or treaty ,

prises” or “ comprising ” , are intended to imply the inclusion 45
of a stated element or step or group of elements or steps but

What is claimed is :

1. A variable coupler lift drive comprising:

not the exclusion of any other element or step or group of

at least one rotatable cylinder responsive to a rotational

elements or steps . Such terms should be interpreted in their

drive input wherein said rotatable cylinder is supported
by at least one coupler support mount through at least
one rotational joint ;
at least one spinner slidably coupled to said rotatable

most expansive form so as to afford the applicant the

broadest coverage legally permissible . The use of the phrase , 50

“ or any other claim ” is used to provide support for any
clause to be dependent on any other claim , such as another

dependent claim , another independent claim , a previously

listed claim , a subsequently listed claim , and the like. Asone
clarifying example, if a clause were dependent “ on clause 20 55
or any other claim " or the like , it could be re -drafted as
dependent on clause 1, clause 15 , or even clause 715 ( if such
were to exist) if desired and still fall with the disclosure . It
should be understood that this phrase also provides support
for any combination of elements in the claims and even 60
incorporates any desired proper antecedent basis for certain

clause combinations such as with combinations of method ,
apparatus , process , and the like claims. Furthermore , it

should be noted that certain embodiments of the current
invention may indicate a coupler, or the step of coupling. It 65

should be noted that these may indicate a direct or in some

cases an indirect connection and /or bring together of dispa

cylinder so as to be rotationally responsive to said
cylinder;
at least one adaptable support bracket coupled to said
spinner by at least one rotational joint;
at least one drive table mechanically coupled with at least
one drive shaft and rotationally responsive to said
spinner ; and
at least one variable position track adjustably coupled to
at least one variable position driver and said adaptable
support bracket, wherein said variable position driver,

in response to a control signal, adjustably positions said

spinner along a variable drive ratio pathway ; and

at least one variable coupler drive switch comprising:
at least one translatable drive table support mount posi

tioned such that said spinner is rotationally responsive
to said drive table ; and
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at least one drive table actuator secured to said translat
15 . The system as described in claim 1 and further
able drive table supportmount such that said drive table
comprising at least one slide bearing attached to said trans
may be de- coupled from said spinner through operation latable drive table support mount.
of said actuator such that said spinner is not rotationally
16 . The system as described in claim 15 wherein said slide
responsive to said drive table .
5 bearing comprises at least one slide anchor.
2 . The system as described in claim 1 wherein said
17 . A method of variable drive coupling comprising the
translatable drive table comprises a translatable drive table
steps
of:
support mount positioned such that said spinner is rotation
slidably
securing at least one spinner to a rotatable
ally non -responsive with said drive table .
cylinder wherein said cylinder is supported by at least
3. The system as described in claim 2 and further com - 10
one coupler support mount through at least one rota
prising at least one drive table actuator secured to said
tional joint;
translatable drive table support mount such that said drive

adaptably securing said spinner to at least one adaptable

table may be coupled to said spinner through operation of an

actuator such that said spinner is rotationally responsive to
said drive table .
4 . The system as described in claim 1 wherein said
translatable drive table support mount comprises a trans

15

verse plate .

5 . The system as described in claim 3 wherein said

transverse plate is secured to a rotational support base and 20
responsive to said drive table actuator such that said drive
table may couple with said spinner such that said spinner is

rotationally responsive to said drive table and /or said drive
table may be de- coupled from said spinner such that said
spinner is not rotationally responsive to said drive table . 25
6 . The system as described in claim 1 wherein said
translatable drive table support mount comprises a translat
able drive table support mount selected from the group
consisting of: a spring loaded translatable drive table support

mount ; and a cam responsive translatable drive table support 30
mount .

7 . The system as described in claim 1 wherein said drive

table movement actuator comprises a drive table movement
actuator selected from the group consisting of: a hydraulic

movement actuator ; an electrical movement actuator; an 35

support bracket through at least one rotational joint;
adjustably coupling a variable position track to at least
one variable position driver and said adaptable support

bracket;
generating a rotational drive input;

transferring said rotational drive input causing rotation of
said rotatable cylinder;

rotating said spinner slidably secured to said rotatable
cylinder;
rotating at least one drive table rotationally responsive to
said spinner;
rotating at least one drive shaft mechanically coupled with
said drive table ; and
adjustably positioning said spinner along a variable drive
ratio pathway through activation of at least one variable
position driver comprising the steps of:
activating said variable position driver to which said

variable position track is responsive in response to

said control signal; and
adjustably positioning said adaptable support bracket to
which said spinner is adaptably coupled on said drive
table along a variable drive ratio pathway .

automatic movement actuator ; a manualmovement actuator ;
18 . A method of variable drive coupling as described in
a lever movement actuator ; a motor movement actuator; a
claim 17 and further comprising the steps of establishing a
gravity movement actuator; a magnetic movement actuator ; variable coupler drive switch comprising the steps of
a screw -drive movement actuator; and a spring movement
positioning
at least one translatable drive table support
posit
40
40
mount such that said spinner is rotationally responsive
actuator.
8 . A variable coupler drive lift as described in claim 5
to said drive table ; and
wherein said transverse plate comprises a transverse plate
activating at least one drive table actuator secured to said
selected from the group consisting of: a spring loaded
translatable drive table support mount such that said
drive table may be de -coupled from said spinner
transverse plate ; and a cam responsive transverse plate .
9 . The system as described in claim 1 translatable drive 45
through operation of said actuator such that said spin
ner is not rotationally responsive to said drive table .
table support mount comprises a translatable drive table
supportmount tractably coupled with at least one drive base
19 . A variable coupler drive power generator comprising :
support.

at least one rotatable turbine responsive to a power input;

10 . The system as described in claim 9 wherein said
translatable drive table support mount tractably coupled with 50

at least one drive shaft responsive to said rotatable turbine
and adaptively coupled with a drive shaft support;

at least one drive base support comprises at least one

at least one drive table secured to said drive shaft support

tractable interface .

11. The system as described in claim 9 wherein said
translatable drive table support mount tractably coupled with

at least one drive base support comprises at least one 55
translatable attachment.
12 . The system as described in claim 11 wherein said
translatable attachment comprises at least one translatable
attachment selected from the group consisting of: a slide

and positioned on a rotational support base wherein

said drive table is positioned adjacent to at least one
spinner ;
a rotatable cylinder supported by at least one coupler

support mount through at least one rotational joint and

slidably coupled to said spinner;

at least one power generator coupled to said rotatable

cylinder configured to generate an electrical output in
spring loaded attachment; a detachable attachment; a bear
at least one adaptable support bracket coupled to said
ing joint attachment.
spinner by at least one rotational joint;
13 . The system as described in claim 1 and further
at least one variable position track adjustably coupled to
at least one variable position driver and said adaptable
comprising a rotational support base .
14 . The system as described in claim 2 wherein said 65
support bracket, wherein said variable position driver,

attachment; a stack attachment; a transient attachment; a 60

response to operation of said rotatable cylinder ;

rotational support base comprises at least one roller element

in response to a control signal, adjustably positions said

secured to a roller support mount through a rotational joint.

spinner along a variable drive ratio pathway ;
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at least one translatable drive table support mount posi

tioned such that said spinner is rotationally responsive
to said drive table ,

at least one drive table actuator secured to said translat
able drive table support mount such that said drive table 5
may be de - coupled from said spinner through operation
of said actuator such that said spinner is notrotationally
responsive to said drive table .
20 . A method of variable coupler drive power generation 10
comprising the steps of:
rotating at turbine in response to a power input;

adaptably securing said spinner to at least one adaptable

support bracket through at least one rotational joint;

and

adjustably positioning said spinner along a variable drive
ratio pathway through activation of at leastone variable
position driver comprising the steps of:

activating said variable position driver to which said
variable position track is responsive in response to
said control signal; and
adjustably positioning said adaptable support bracket to
which said spinner is adaptably coupled on said drive
table along a variable drive ratio pathway .

rotating at least one drive shaft responsive to said turbine
21 . A method of variable coupler drive power generation
as described in claim 20 and further comprising the steps of
and adaptively coupled with a drive shaft support;
rotating at least one drive table secured to said drive shaft , establishing a variable coupler drive switch comprising the
support and positioned on a rotational support base steps of

wherein said drive table is positioned adjacent to at

positioning at least one translatable drive table support
mount such that said spinner is rotationally responsive

coupler support mount through at least one rotational 20

activating at least one drive table actuator secured to said

least one spinner;
rotating a rotatable cylinder supported by at least one
joint and slidably coupled to said spinner ;
coupling at least one power generator to said rotatable

cylinder ;

generating an electricaloutput in response to operation of
said rotatable cylinder;

to said drive table; and
translatable drive table support mount such that said

drive table may be de -coupled from said spinner
through operation of said actuator such that said spin
ner is not rotationally responsive to said drive table .
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